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INTRODUCTION 
The creation of a new venture is a central topic in the entrepreneurial literature 

(Davidsson et al., 2020; Shepherd et al., 2021; Vogel, 2017) since it plays a major role in the 

development and growth of regional economies (Gu & Qian, 2019; Xu et al., 2021). Scholars 

are considering the creation of a new venture as a process triggered by human intentions and 

actions to transform a business idea into a viable business activity (Baron & Markman, 2018; 

McMullen & Dimov, 2013; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Vogel, 2017). The process has 

been described as dynamic, it may be linear or iterative, and it is characterized by three main 

phases, namely generation, development, and exploitation (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021). 

The adoption of the creation process framework helped entrepreneurial scholars overcome 

the discovery-creation stalemate (Davidsson, 2023), and extend the entrepreneurial 

phenomenon beyond the entrepreneurial-hero vision (Vogel, 2017). Actually, in this way, 

entrepreneurial scholars recognized the importance of other elements that are contingent on 

the new venture (Davidsson et al., 2020). In fact, the creation of new ventures does not 

happen in a vacuum, but it is embedded in an environmental and social context that 

influences the different stages of the process (Vogel, 2017). The importance of the context 

is highlighted by recent studies that have focused on the characteristics of the region in which 

the process of creation happens (Autio et al., 2014; Dahl et al., 2010; Garud et al., 2014; 

Muñoz et al., 2022), to better understand its dynamics (Marquis & Battilana, 2009). Studies 

in this stream focused on how elements of a regional context may foster entrepreneurial 

intentions (Davidsson, 1995; Kibler et al., 2014), favor the creation of entrepreneurial 

opportunities (Kibler et al., 2014), sustain new firms in acquiring relevant knowledge 

(Hussler, 2004), provide human, social, and financial capital (Audretsch & Keilbach, 2004), 

and facilitate the interaction within clusters and networks (Hervas Oliver et al., 2017; Spigel, 

2013).  
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However, 

considered the creation phenomena as an event rather than as a process (Sternberg, 2022). 

As a consequence, the relationship between the region and new ventures is viewed as static, 

with a relatively scant focus on the region's impact across each phase of the new venture's 

creation. The adaptation of a dynamic perspective is important since the creation of a new 

venture is an evolving process in which the  needs vary (Lichtenstein & Brush, 

2001; Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021) and, subsequently, the new venture's relationship with the 

external environment. Furthermore, the static view led studies in this area to mainly use a 

top-down approach that assumes new ventures as passive agents within the region and the 

regional context to be easily shaped by highly hierarchical actors (Thompson et al., 2018). 

As a consequence, governments have been trying to implement policies aiming to emulate 

successful regions, such as Silicon Valley and Route 128, however obtaining poor results 

(Thompson et al., 2018). In fact, while some regional structures and elements might be easy 

to replicate in different contexts (Aversa et al., 2021), some are instead idiosyncratic to a 

there is a lack of understanding of the relationship between new ventures and regional 

context. More specifically, the extant literature scantly discusses how the new ventures 

exploit the regional context and, in turn, how the regional context influences and sustains the 

creation of a new venture.   

Accordingly, the aim of the research performed during my PhD is to offer a dynamic 

view of the relationship between the regional context and the creation of new ventures.  

Particularly, the focus of this thesis is on the entire creation process, investigating how new 

ventures make use of regional characteristics, especially those idiosyncratic, through a 

bottom-up approach. In addition to the aforementioned theoretical relevance behind this 

research, new ventures are deemed as a source of economic, social, and innovative regional 
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development (Gu & Qian, 2019; Xu et al., 2021). Therefore, a better understanding of how 

to support the creation of new ventures may provide benefits to both academics and 

practitioners.  

The study I performed, to address these gaps, is made of three main phases. In the first 

phase, through a single case study, I aim at investigating how the regional legacy - a peculiar 

element of a region resulting from the industrial and business tradition and culture (Aoyama, 

2009) -  supports the successful completion of the creation process. In this way, I describe 

how specific and idiosyncratic resources of a location are critical to a new venture, 

highlighting the importance of its location. In the second phase, through a multiple case 

study, I analyze how the regional industrial and business traditions - that are elements 

constituting the regional legacy - are developed and diffused within a region through 

entrepreneurial initiatives. In particular, by describing how new ventures leverage the 

knowledge developed by regional anchor firms, I shed light on how the new ventures interact 

with the local environment by sourcing regional resources necessary for the creation process 

while contributing to regional development. Finally, in the third phase of the research, I aim 

to understand how the presence (or the lack) of relevant resources for the creation process in 

the region affects the new ventures' location decisions. In particular, in this phase, I 

investigated the location decision of new ventures through multiple case studies, providing 

insight into the entrepreneurial agency in an entrepreneurial ecosystem.  The three stages 

described above correspond to the three chapters of this thesis.  

 

on the process of new venture creation. New ventures, in their quest to create a viable 

business, face risks that hinder their likelihood of surviving (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). 

Those risks are associated with the lack of legitimacy and the liability of newness (Aldrich 
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& Fiol, 1994). In particular, the lack of legitimacy arises from an inadequate understanding 

of what a new venture does among crucial stakeholders (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Zimmerman 

& Zeitz, 2002), hindering their potential exploitation. The liability of newness, on the other 

hand, stems from the lack of resources and capabilities of new ventures compared to more 

established firms (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020; Stinchcombe, 1965). Those risks are 

particularly critical for Radically-Innovative New Ventures, a typology of new ventures 

characterized by a unique value proposition that entails a high degree of risk (Kumar et al., 

2000). Despite the existing research, there is a scant understanding of how the regional legacy 

supports the new venture to overcome the risks that threaten their survival (Kuratko et al., 

2017). To do so, I adopted a qualitative approach on the basis of a single case study. The 

case study allowed to identify the mechanisms used by radically-innovative new ventures to 

increase their legitimacy and reduce the liability of newness by exploiting the elements of 

the regional legacy. This research contributes to the entrepreneurship field by elucidating the 

dynamics affecting the creation of new ventures and their likelihood of survival (Shepherd 

et al., 2000; Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). Furthermore, with this study, I increase our 

understanding of the role of the peculiar regional resources that comprise industry and 

business tradition in the creation process (Aoyama, 2009) by describing how the regional 

legacy supports new ventures in overcoming the risks related to lack of legitimacy and 

liability of newness.   

Following the results of the first chapter, the Entrepreneurial 

Recycling in the Aftermath o

developed in an anchor firm is exploited for the creation of a new venture. Anchor firms are 

instrumental in defining regional development by creating and diffusing knowledge 

(Agrawal & Cockburn, 2003). This knowledge shapes regional industrial R&D as well as 

local universities to generate knowledge that accommodates the specific requirements of the 
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anchor firm's markets, addressing both the supply and demand aspects (Agrawal & 

Cockburn, 2003). The diffusion of knowledge within a region is favored by human resources 

(Jofre-Monseny et al., 2017), through formal or informal contacts (Dahl & Pedersen, 2004) 

or mobility (Beer et al., 2019). However, in the aftermath of an anchor firm crisis, individuals 

might face long-term unemployment, be re-employed in different industries, or emigrate, 

hindering the mechanisms of knowledge diffusion (Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007). Nonetheless, 

the transition to entrepreneurship has been identified as a way to preserve valuable 

knowledge while reducing the negative effects (Nyström, 2020; 

Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021), such as the loss of employment opportunities (Blanchard & Katz, 

1992) and the disruptions in local supply and demand (Sorenson, 2017). Despite 

acknowledging the relevance of the transition of individuals from employment to 

entrepreneurship following a firm crisis, the literature falls short of understanding how those 

individuals leveraged their specific knowledge for the creation of new ventures (Nyström, 

2020; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). To address the gap, I performed a multiple case study, based 

on primary data collected through interviews with individuals that created a new venture 

after leaving an anchor firm, as Olivetti, in crisis. In this way, the study relies on data that 

offers a more nuanced understanding of individual experiences and the new venture creation 

process (Beer et al., 2019). By delving into technological, managerial, and market knowledge 

(Acs et al., 2013; Qian & Acs, 2013), I developed a framework that describes how each 

typology of knowledge is exploited in the different phases of new venture creation. In this 

way, this thesis also contributes to understanding how human resources and their knowledge 

are recycled within an entrepreneurial ecosystem and explores the dynamics of new venture 

(Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). 

Finally, in Mobility: a Resource-Based 

Investigation about the Decision to L how the set of resources necessary 
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for the creation process influences the new ventures  decision to leave their home regions 

during the creation process. Selecting an appropriate location for a new venture is a critical 

strategic decision that significantly influences the venture's resources availability and 

utilization (Sirmon et al., 2011). Extant research has highlighted the preference of founders 

to locate their ventures in their home regions, often driven by the advantages of being 

embedded in a familiar context (Dahl & Sorenson, 2009; Dahl & Sorenson, 2010, 2012). 

However, new ventures may opt to move, seeking advantageous ecosystems with abundant 

resources and supportive entrepreneurial environments (Butler et al., 2020). While previous 

studies have acknowledged that the location decisions for new ventures can happen during 

the different phases of creation, the phenomenon has been studied as a static event occurring 

at the inception of the creation process (Butler et al., 2020). This perspective overlooks the 

dynamic nature of location decisions and how the decisions may vary in response to changing 

resource needs and goals throughout the venture creation process. Additionally, existing 

studies have only focused on specific types of resources, such as financial or social capital 

(Butler et al., 2020), without providing a comprehensive understanding of the different 

resources a new venture needs. Hence, this study addresses the research gap by using a 

qualitative study approach. In particular, I performed multiple case studies interviewing 

founders of new ventures that have moved during the creation process. As a result, I 

constructed a framework describing the influence of different resources - such as financial, 

social, innovation, organizational, physical, and human (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021) - on the 

location decision changes in each phase of the new venture creation process. By exploring 

the interplay between resource needs and local resource availability, this research aims to 

provide a nuanced understanding of how new ventures navigate location decisions and how 

resources influence the creation process. 
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CHAPTER 1. REGIONAL LEGACY EFFECTS ON RADICALLY 
INNOVATIVE NEW VENTURES  RISKS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Innovative New Ventures (INVs), defined as those ventures characterized by some 

degree of novelty in the value offered to customers (Bruyat & Julien, 2001; Dyer et al., 2008), 

represent one of the main topics of interest within the entrepreneurship research field 

(Shepherd et al., 2021), since they are deemed as the true source of economic growth and a 

relevant driver of regional development (Gu & Qian, 2019; Xu et al., 2021). In fact, INVs 

are associated with job creation, technological development, increased competitiveness, and 

innovation within a region (Berlemann & Jahn, 2016; Brixy, 2014). The survival of INVs 

represents an important issue since the likelihood of ceasing their business activities in the 

aftermath of their founding is high (Hyytinen et al., 2015), due to the superior risks they face 

compared with more traditional ventures (Koellinger, 2008). For this reason, academia and 

governments have been looking for factors that sustain the INVs when facing risks that 

threaten their survival (Samuelsson & Davidsson, 2009). Extant studies suggest that the main 

challenges that reduce the likelihood of survival of INVs derive from the lack of legitimacy 

(Aldrich & Fiol, 1994) and the liability of newness (Stinchcombe, 1965) affecting these 

firms. On the one hand, the lack of legitimacy is the risk that stems from the lack of 

knowledge and understanding about the INVs (Suchman, 1995; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002) 

that may lead crucial stakeholders (e.g., investors, suppliers, customers) to underestimate the 

potential of the INVs (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002), hence hindering the successful 

exploitation of the opportunity they identified. On the other hand, the liability of newness is 

related to the lack of resources and capabilities that leads INVs to suffer a competitive 

disadvantage in comparison with incumbent firms (Stinchcombe, 1965). The extent of these 
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risks is not equal among all INVs, but it varies with the novelty of an INV along a continuum 

(Shepherd et al., 2000). In particular, radically-INVs, being based on a unique value 

proposition (VP) (Dyer et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2000), are characterized by the highest 

degree of novelty and, accordingly, they face the highest lack of legitimacy and liability of 

newness. Therefore, research on elements and mechanisms that sustain the survival of these 

ventures is particularly important, since their failures potentially limit the largest impacts on 

society. For this reason, this analysis is focused on radically-INVs, as they bring higher 

benefits to society, while facing higher risks. 

characteristics (Baumol et al., 2009; Koellinger, 2008; Schmitt et al., 2018; Vivarelli, 2013), 

investigations about how the context affects INVs have been increasingly gaining 

prominence (Autio et al., 2014; Garud et al., 2014; Muñoz et al., 2022). Following this line 

of investigation, this study focuses on the context surrounding the INVs and, specifically, on 

the cultural elements and business and industrial traditions of the regional context in which 

the INV is embedded. In fact, the work shows that the relevance of these elements is 

paramount to better investigate the dynamics affecting the survival of the INVs (Fritsch & 

Wyrwich, 2018). To better characterize these elements, Aoyama (2009) introduced the 

concept of the Regional Legacy (RL), defined as the combined result of the regional culture 

with the business and industrial tradition of the region. The RL plays an important role for 

the INVs since it shapes the creation of new opportunities (Messeni Petruzzelli & Savino, 

2015), and influences both entrepreneurial intentions (Donaldson et al., 2021; Huggins & 

Thompson, 2016; Wigren-Kristoferson et al., 2022) and entrepreneurial action (Hayton & 

Cacciotti, 2013). Despite investigating several aspects related to the survival of INVs, the 

extant literature has overlooked the relationship between the RL and the extent of the risk 

faced by the INVs, with few notable exceptions (e.g., Kuratko et al., 2017). In particular, 
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Kuratko et al. (2017) analyzed the strategies to achieve different levels of legitimacy within 

and beyond a regional context but did not investigate the role of the RL in sustaining the 

INVs in mitigating the risks. Therefore, a systematic understanding of how the regional 

context influences the risks INVs face needs further exploration. This study aims to address 

this gap by answering the following research questions: how the RL sustains a radically-INV 

in gaining legitimacy? (RQ1), and how the RL sustains a radically-INV in reducing the 

liability of newness? (RQ2). 

To answer these RQs, the research investigates how the RL influences the 

effectiveness of radically-INVs in facing risks. To do so, it was performed a qualitative single 

case study about Astroscale, a radically-INV in the space industry, endowed with a unique 

and novel VP in the on-orbit services that makes it suitable for addressing the research 

questions. The analysis of the case study shows that the RL backed Astroscale is gaining 

legitimacy by leveraging the cultural and traditional elements of a region and overcoming 

the liability of newness by providing the knowledge and resources necessary to survive. 

This study provides theoretical contributions to the entrepreneurship literature and, 

in particular, to the lineage of study focusing on the survival of INVs. Firstly, by highlighting 

new elements and mechanisms that can support radically-INVs in gaining legitimacy and 

reducing the liability of newness, the research enhances the understanding of the dynamics 

that contribute to the survival of radically-INVs. Secondly, the study advances the 

comprehension of the relationship between the regional context and the likelihood of survival 

of radically-INVs, highlighting the relevance of the context in coping with the risks these 

firms face. In particular, the work describes how the RL becomes increasingly paramount 

for INVs characterized by the highest degree of innovativeness.  
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On the practical side, the study offers insight to entrepreneurs and policymakers. In 

the process of starting a radically-INV, entrepreneurs can leverage regional elements to 

communicate their VP to customers and stakeholders and gain legitimacy. Furthermore, 

entrepreneurs can decide to start the radically-INV where the culture and tradition are in line 

with the value proposed by exploiting the RL of the area. For policymakers, on the other 

side, nurturing the culture and tradition of the region can help to create the right environment 

for the survival of radically-INV.  

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  
A new venture is a firm newly created that is in the process of exploiting the 

entrepreneurial opportunity identified and turning it into a viable business (Davidsson & 

Gruenhagen, 2021). The survival of new ventures is a critical topic in the entrepreneurship 

literature due to the losses that entrepreneurs, investors, and society can suffer if the new 

venture does not survive (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). The concept of survival is strictly 

related to the failure, which indicates the termination of the new venture as an economic 

entity (Chrisman et al., 1998). Accordingly, I consider the survival of a new venture as the 

achievement of financial viability (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; Newbert, 2005; Soto-

Simeone et al., 2020). The topic is increasingly important for INVs since their likelihood of 

survival is lower than their counterpart (i.e., imitative new ventures that replicate extant 

business practices) (Hyytinen et al., 2015). INVs are characterized by introducing a different 

degree of novelty in terms of new products, services, processes, or organizational structures 

to create new value for customers (Bruyat & Julien, 2001). These ventures exhibit an 

exploratory propensity leading them in anticipating future demands, and creating and 

shaping the business environment (Li et al., 2018). INVs are recognized as a driver of 

economic growth within a region (Gu & Qian, 2019) providing wealth for entrepreneurs and 

society (Shepherd et al., 2021). In addition, the literature found that INVs are sources of 
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solutions to societal issues (Williams & Shepherd, 2016), technological improvement 

(Vivarelli, 2013), job creation, and prosperity (Koellinger, 2008; Vivarelli, 2013). Finally, 

INVs are responsible for the disruptive effects on existing markets (Trabucchi et al., 2019) 

that may lead to the emergence of new sectors (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Schumpeter, 1942). 

All those features have attracted the attention of scholars and policymakers who are looking 

for mechanisms that sustain the survival of INVs (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2000; Soto-Simeone 

et al., 2020; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).  

2.1. The Risks Associated with the Innovative New Ventures: Lack of 
Legitimacy and Liability of Newness 

An INV faces a certain level of risk which increases with its innovativeness 

(Koellinger, 2008). In particular, the major risks that threaten the survival of INVs are the 

lack of legitimacy (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002) and the liability of 

newness (Stinchcombe, 1965). 

The lack of legitimacy derives from the poor understanding of the nature of the INVs 

(Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Suchman, 1995). There are two types of legitimacy that ventures have 

to gain to foster their chances of success and survival, i.e., cognitive and sociopolitical 

(Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Bitektine, 2011; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Cognitive legitimacy 

refers to the common understanding of what an INV does (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Zimmerman 

& Zeitz, 2002). The sociopolitical legitimacy, instead, is the perception of an INV as not 

desirable, proper, or appropriate with respect to the extant principles, rules, and standards by 

critical stakeholders (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Lacking legitimacy may hinder the 

capacity of the venture to retrieve capital, receive governmental support, and convince 

skeptical customers about its offering (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994). Consequently, the INVs may 

not be able to successfully exploit the opportunity identified (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002), 

relegating themselves to a niche market (Ansari et al., 2016), or even not survive (Aldrich & 
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Fiol, 1994). To overcome the lack of legitimacy, INVs can implement strategies that help to 

gain legitimacy. A strategy is conforming, which refers to aligning the practices and norms 

with existing ones (Kuratko et al., 2017; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). However, such a 

strategy is not always fully adoptable by radically-INV which creates new practices and 

norms. Another strategy is manipulating, according to which the INVs try to make changes 

in the established set of practices, values, and norms in a way that the INVs appear 

appropriate and right (Kuratko et al., 2017; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Finally, storytelling, 

in which the INV draws stories to build an identity and gain legitimacy (Lounsbury & Glynn, 

2001).  

The other risk that threatens the survival of INVs is the liability of newness that arises 

from the lack of resources and capabilities required to compete with incumbents 

(Stinchcombe, 1965). INVs lack a structured internal organization, such as the definition of 

roles, relationships, incentives, and established routines (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). In 

addition, INVs lack of resource endowment and the acquisition of the necessary resources 

and capabilities can become a costly and time consuming process that may lead to temporary 

inefficiencies (Stinchcombe, 1965). All those elements limit the ability of an INV to 

successfully exploit the opportunity identified, thus leading to its failure. The extant literature 

recognizes the importance of social capital and the construction of a network for INVs in 

reducing the liability of newness (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2010). The 

magnitude of those risks increases with the level of novelty of the INVs. INVs cannot build 

legitimacy on their history (Marquis & Battilana, 2009), but they may lean on ventures that 

present traits of similarities (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). Therefore, the more an INV 

detaches itself from existing value propositions, practices, and standards, the higher the lack 

of legitimacy it faces (Bitektine, 2011). Similarly, the more an INV differentiates itself from 

existing practices and routines, the more it struggles to establish new organizational roles 
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and systems, thus facing a higher liability of newness. However, INVs have been analyzed 

as a single typology of firms (e.g., Cliff et al., 2006; Koellinger, 2008; Samuelsson & 

Davidsson, 2009). To better understand the complexity of the phenomenon, the literature has 

characterized the innovativeness of INVs along a continuum, that goes from incremental to 

radical, according to the degree of differentiation with respect to the existing practices 

(Herrmann, 2019; Kumar et al., 2000). In particular, this work focuses on radically-INVs, 

those ventures with a unique VP that is dramatically different from existing ones (Kumar et 

al., 2000) since they are subjected to those risks. 

 

2.2. Regional Legacy 

Research activities on INVs have focused on the characteristics of the context in 

which INVs are embedded (Autio et al., 2014; Dahl et al., 2010; Garud et al., 2014; Muñoz 

et al., 2022), to better understand their dynamics (Marquis & Battilana, 2009). In particular, 

studies investigated the local or regional level, which is considered the most proximate 

geographical area of the INVs (Spigel, 2013). Studies in this stream focused on how elements 

of a regional context, such as industries (e.g., Aoyama, 2009; Fritsch & Falck, 2007; Gherhes 

et al., 2020), clusters (e.g., Davidsson, 1995), embedded knowledge (e.g., Agarwal et al., 

2010), culture (e.g., Aoyama, 2009; Arrak et al., 2020; George & Zahra, 2002; Kalisz et al., 

2021; Sweeney, 1991) and tradition (e.g., De Massis et al., 2016; Messeni Petruzzelli et al., 

2020; Messeni Petruzzelli & Savino, 2015) play a paramount role in the creation, emergence 

and survival of INVs. To highlight the combined effect of culture and industrial and business 

tradition, Aoyama (2009) introduced the concept of RL, which is the result of the combined 

influences INVs since it shapes and frames business opportunities, entrepreneurial insights, 

and expectations, through the definition of potential risks, incentives, dominant norms, and 
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practices of interaction among actors in the region (Aoyama, 2009). Specifically, the RL 

represents the context surrounding entrepreneurs (Spigel, 2013) which influences individuals 

(Castaldi & Dosi, 2006) and, consequently, the decision to start acting on the entrepreneurial 

opportunity (Huggins & Thompson, 2016; Wigren-Kristoferson et al., 2022). In fact, it 

shapes personal motivation, institutional environment, and external business culture which 

are elements that frame the entrepreneurship process (Nijkamp, 2003). 

The cultural aspect of the RL is a supportive element to the entrepreneurial action, in 

particular, to stimulate creative and innovative behaviors, and favor the acceptance of 

uncertainty and risk-taking (Hayton & Cacciotti, 2013). The cultural proximity among 

individuals living in a region contributes to the development of context- -how, 

know-why, know-what, and know- (Hussler, 2004 

525). At the same time, new ventures may also use the regional culture as an asset to facilitate 

resource inflow (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001) and to appropriate the value created (Messeni 

Petruzzelli et al., 2020).  

Tradition, the other element comprising the RL, is associated with the rate of new 

venture creation (Fritsch & Falck, 2007), the emergence of new industries (Aoyama, 2009; 

Binz et al., 2016), and the creation of new opportunities (Messeni Petruzzelli & Savino, 

2015). The emergence of a new industry is strongly contingent on the historical industrial 

structure of a region (Binz et al., 2016) since the practices and structures of current 

entrepreneurial activities echo cultural elements imprinted decades earlier (Audretsch et al., 

2017). Finally, the mindsets, values, and practices developed within a regional industry can 

span sectoral boundaries and influence entrepreneurship in a new industry in the same region 

(Aoyama, 2009). 
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In conclusion, the RL is explicative of the importance of regional culture and 

historical economic development. It describes the result of the evolution of the regional 

culture, how it affects new entrepreneurial activities (Hervas Oliver et al., 2017; Spigel, 

2013), and the emergence and establishment of new industries (Aoyama, 2009; Sweeney, 

1991). Despite recognizing the importance of INVs, the role of RL in supporting INVs in 

dealing with the risks they face has received scarce relevance in the literature. For this reason, 

this work aims at addressing this gap by answering the RQs previously identified. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
This work adopted a single case study research methodology. This methodology is 

very useful for developing a rich understanding of complex phenomena (Eisenhardt & 

Graebner, 2007; Javadian et al., 2020) 

(Yin, 2009). The mechanisms that govern the relationship between RL and the risks of INVs 

are the results of a complex phenomenon that lacks a systematic understanding, and the 

qualitative approach offers the possibility for deep exploration and effective theory building 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). The research design is described hereafter and is composed of three steps: 

case selection, data collection, and data analysis.  

 

3.1. Case Selection 

To answer the research questions, Astroscale was selected as the case study for 

several reasons. First, the venture, operating in the space industry, exhibits a high degree of 

novelty in terms of VP, being a pioneer in the on-orbit service. Second, Astroscale is a 

acts with several customers for different 

missions, hence becoming a viable business. Third, Japan, the regional context surrounding 

the venture, is characterized by distinct and peculiar elements that are sharply identifiable. 
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investigate and answer the research questions (Siggelkow, 2007).  

Astroscale was founded in 2013 in Singapore. Its founder, the Japanese entrepreneur 

of Singapore in the space sector as an element to avoid contrast with other space agencies. 

In fact, one of the worries of the Japanese entrepreneur was that the technology developed 

by Astroscale could have been seen as a threat by the US, China, and Russia. Two years after 

the establishment of the new venture, the core functions of Astroscale were moved to Tokyo. 

The venture selected a location that was more in line with the business opportunity they 

wanted to exploit (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). The vision of Astroscale is to ensure that 

future generations can access a safe and sustainable space environment. Astroscale is a 

pioneer in the space industry, being one of the first ventures to offer on-orbit services (e.g., 

in situ space situational awareness, satellite life extension and end-of-life management, and 

active debris removal) with the intent to protect satellites' operations, help to manage 

regulatory risk and reduce insurance premiums. Hence, the VP of Astroscale can be deemed 

as radically novel with respect to the market in which it operates. Nowadays, Astroscale has 

subsidiaries in the United Kingdom, the United States, Israel, and Singapore since it gained 

global recognition creating a new market. In 2021, Astroscale successfully tested its 

technology, End of Life Service by Astroscale-demonstration (ELSA-d), demonstrating the 

ability to capture defunct spacecraft. ELSA-d consists of a satellite that acts as a chaser 

spacecraft with a docking capacity that permits anchoring non-functional spacecraft and 

deorbiting them. This has allowed Astroscale to start a cooperation with ESA and OneWeb, 

receiving a 16M$ investment to perform a mission in 2024 with the goal of collecting 

multiple defunct satellites. Furthermore, Astroscale collaborates also with the Japan 

Aerosp
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of Business Innovation & Employment. Finally, Astroscale is the most funded Japanese 

space venture and, globally, the most funded venture in on-orbit services and logistics. 

 

3.2. Data Collection 

The data collection was performed by relying on data from multiple secondary 

sources (e.g., academic articles, books, conference presentations, newspapers, reports, and 

the websites of the companies1). These data were triangulated to gain different perspectives, 

avoid bias, increase robustness, and improve the quality of the analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989; 

Yin, 2009). Particularly, the process of data collection followed a three-step strategy with 

specific research objectives. 

The first step aimed to collect data and information that allowed me to have a 

preliminary knowledge of the case, reconstructing the VP and the collaborations established 

gathering descriptive information related to the mechanisms that the venture undertook to 

gain legitimacy and reduce the liability of newness. The last step of the data collection 

strategy consisted of tracking and highlighting the peculiar elements concerning Japanese 

tradition and culture. The aim was to delineate and define the RL related to the context in 

news, press releases, and blog articles starting from the inception of the venture. In addition 

to the official website, I consulted the official Astroscale social pages (i.e., Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube) and retrieved interviews of the founder Nobu 

Okada, the president Miki Ito, and the COO Chris Blackerby. Those sources offer a 

comprehensive overview of Astroscale (e.g., the vision and the stakeholders and partners 

involved in the creation of value). Furthermore, there were used conference papers that 

 
1 The references used to collect data for the case are reported in the Appendix A1. 
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investigated the Astroscale case  (e.g., Brettle et al., 2019; Weeden et al., 2019), business 

newspapers (e.g., Financial Times, CNBC, Bloomberg), space newspapers (e.g., 

I searched 

for academic articles and books describing the culture and the historical business and 

industrial practices characterizing Japan. Through these data, this research framed the RL of 

Japan at the time in which Astroscale was founded. 

 

3.3. Data Analysis 

The data analysis process followed the insights from Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) 

and Yin (2009), which allows the generalization of the cases and to picture how RL sustains 

the risks of lack of legitimacy and liability of newness in radically-INVs.  

The data analysis strategy consisted of two steps to allow a coherent description of 

the phenomenon. 

First, the case was analyzed to understand the mechanism and strategy of the ventures 

to overcome the lack of legitimacy and liability of newness. A narrative description of the 

mechanism used by Astroscale to gain legitimacy and reduce liability was used.  

Second, this study defined how the ventures dealt with the risks and analyzed the 

elements that resonate with Japanese culture and tradition. In particular, it highlighted the 

elements that relate to the Japanese culture and tradition (i.e., environmental and collectivist 

culture, manga culture, space tradition, and industrial tradition), identifying those elements 

of the Japanese RL leveraged by Astroscale to gain legitimacy and reduce the liability of 

newness (Table A1 in the Appendix). The retrieved data were independently analyzed by 

each author and then reviewed in meetings to discuss potential misunderstandings and 

divergent views. 
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During the two steps, data coding was performed. The themes were identified from 

the research questions, the theory on legitimacy and liability of newness, and the analysis of 

the secondary data collected. There were extracted four themes that were used in the analysis 

and 

 

 

4. FINDINGS 
 

4.1. Lack of Legitimacy 

Astroscale introduced a radically new VP that consists of a series of on-orbit services, 

such as in situ space situational awareness, satellite life extension and end-of-life 

management, and active debris removal, to preserve satellites' operations and space 

sustainability and reduce costs and risks related to space debris. A radically innovative VP 

can be difficult to understand due to the novelty introduced since it requires stakeholders to 

familiarize with a radically new venture (Renko, 2013). This made it difficult for Astroscale 

to raise and collect investments. In presenting its VP, Astroscale highlights that its mission 

strongly focuses on the cleanliness and sustainability of the space. These elements of 

cleanliness and sustainability resonate with important aspects of Japanese culture which is 

strongly oriented to cleanness and shares the responsibility to stop littering. This has attracted 

problem of space debris, decided to fund the new venture. On the matter, the president of 

Japan is more concerned with the issues of debris than other 

countries are (METI, 2015). This collectivist aspect of Japanese culture is further 

Japanese people are loyal to the 
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community where they belong. I mean, that might be in the village, that might be in the 

school, that might be in the company (Romero, 2019). Even the COO, Chris Blackerby, 

during an interview in 2021, to a journalist asking if Japan is a suitable place to start a venture 

that aims for You are completely 

right. I mean this idea of responsibility and cleanliness and cleaning up after yourself. You 

know we're all taught that as kids, but in Japan, it's maybe internalized a lot more and it's a 

really important issue and I think there's something to be said for fact that a company like 

this driving global opinion and direction in this issue is Japan-based and I think Japan 

should take pride in that. The fact that this is something where Japan is concerned about 

environmentalism both on the ground and on orbit (Seek Sustainable Japan, 2021). 

Moreover, Japan has, in the last 50 years, witnessed a societal change that made them more 

environmentally friendly after suffering serious environmental issues. 

A further distinctive cultural element of Japan also leveraged by Astroscale is manga, 

the typical Japanese comics. A painting of a famous cartoonist Matsumoto Leiji was hung 

on the wall of the Tokyo facility of the venture. The picture represents a train traveling from 

Earth to the Moon through space, pointing at the mission of Astroscale to ensure the safety 

of the spaceflights. Another manga that helped Astroscale to gain legitimacy is Space 

Brothers. Also, in this case, a special picture with the characters dressed in Astroscale suits 

talk about the company and the technologies Astroscale was developing. Besides the cultural 

elements, Japan has a strong history in civil space operations, especially in the study of 

solutions for the space debris issue. In fact, in 1997 JAXA attempted for the first time a 

robotic rendezvous using a chaser and target satellites, and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, a 

Japanese company, was selected by NASA and JAXA for the development of a machine or 

a tool to eliminate space debris. Nobu Okada, while explaining what pushed him to start a 
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space venture, described his meeting with the first Japanese astronaut Mohri Mamoru who 

The challenge of space is waiting for you.

institutional actors. Finally, to further increase its legitimacy among the Japanese audience 

 partnered with Otsuka 

Pharmaceutical, which produces Pocari Sweat, a famous Japanese drink. In 2001, the drink 

flew to space on board of the International Space Station. The two companies worked 

to the surface of the Moon with messages written by kids on their expectations of space.  

The Japanese RL has played an important role in the first stages of legitimation, 

which is considered crucial in the whole legitimation process (Navis & Glynn, 2011). The 

-no-

which rewards those companies that develop social innovation that further helped to increase 

its legitimacy to a larger extent. Astroscale was then able to raise a series B investment from 

Japanese institutions and private entrepreneurs, signing different agreements with other 

relevant Japanese companies. Meanwhile, Astroscale has started to manipulate the context 

in which they are embedded, by the mean of the Japanese culture. In fact, once a venture 

increases its legitimacy, it can influence the institutional context (Bergek et al., 2008). The 

importance to change some of the established standards and values of the space industry was 

highlighted in different talks made by the founder Okada, Astroscale President Ito, and COO 

Blackerby. One of the actions taken by Astroscale was to start an academy to diffuse the 

Sweepers the name that the company gives to its 
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employees. Okada in an interview revealed that the engineers working for its company are 

expected to read the manga.  

Finally, Astroscale has kickstarted a boom in the Japanese Space Startup Market, 

bringing the number of space startups to increase from three to twenty after its foundation. 

Furthermore, following the legacy created by Astroscale, another Japanese startup, namely 

ALE, and two ventures, such as SKY Perfect JSAT and Sumitomo Forestry, are working on 

the sustainability of space. As a result, this created a new space ecosystem in Japan changing 

the space supply chain structure. In addition, Astroscale won, together with GITAI, a 

Japanese space startup, a government contract for the development of a robotic arm to be 

led the venture to gain sociopolitical legitimacy, thus appearing right and appropriate in the 

eyes of the whole country. 

hub and the US. Actually, once the new VP was locally validated in the Japanese context, its 

novelty may spread to new contexts bringing other actors to more easily accept it (Drori & 

Honig, 2013). While opening offices in other countries, Astroscale leveraged the Japanese 

have come to recognize that this is one of the leading space venture companies in Japan, and 

(Daimon, 

2017).  Thanks to Astroscale, Japan extended its environmentalism culture beyond the Earth, 

becoming the leading country in the fight for the sustainability of space 

stakeholders familiar with the novel VP and allowed the firm to start a process of 

manipulation of the environment. Accordingly, the following proposition is formulated: 
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Proposition 1. The RL supports radically INVs in gaining legitimacy to increase their 

likelihood of survival.  

 

4.2. Liability of Newness 

To overcome the liability of newness, radically-INVs need to retrieve the resources 

they lack and develop the capabilities necessary to compete effectively (Stinchcombe, 1965). 

From the beginning, Okada was searching for collaboration with Japanese firms and 

institutions. In an interview, he declared that he always thought that the Innovation Network 

Corporation of Japan (INCJ) would be a suitable investor for its company. The INCJ is a 

public-private partnership that involves the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of 

Japan and some of the major Japanese companies. In March 2016, INCJ funded Astroscale 

with US$30 million during the series B investment, alongside other Japanese entrepreneurs. 

The investment made by INCJ in Astroscale has brought not only capital but also capabilities 

in the development of business models, know-how, and technological development. This 

was only one of the important partnerships that the company created. Related to the 

importance of the Japanese industries, the President of the venture, Miki Ito, stated that in 

there are many companies which have superior technologies that are contributing to 

solving the issue d a flexible approach to cooperate with the 

companies owning the necessary technologies (METI, 2015 12). This kind of approach was 

helpful in the reduction of the overall liability of newness. In fact, Okada emphasized the 

importance of collaboration with laboratories, universities, and private companies. Among 

those, there were two mechatronics firms, such as Yuki Precision and OGS, belonging to one 

of the traditional Japanese industries, i.e., the robotics industry. Actually, Japan is recognized 

as 'The Robot Kingdom', due to its historical tradition in automation, in which Japan is 
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deemed as a world leader. These firms contribute to the survival and further development of 

the new venture by providing the relevant engineering capabilities and the necessary 

resources for the development of space debris detection satellites. In particular, Yuki 

Precision, a company with long-standing experience in precision machining, provided its 

competence in complex and precise machining of materials that are suitable for space. While, 

OSG supported the development of the first satellite manufactured by Astroscale  i.e., IDEA 

OSG-1  

Another important collaboration came from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, which enhanced 

 

launch vehicle manufacturing and launches services capabilities. Important contributions 

came also from the civil space industry, both from firms and institutional actors. On the one 

hand, a firm such as ANA provided knowledge on operational safety. On the other hand, a 

collaboration with the University of Tokyo gave Astroscale the possibility to use Hodoyoshi-

3, a satellite used in the FIRST Program of the Cabinet Office of Japan, as the base for the 

development of Astroscale technology.  

Furthermore, the industrial tradition combined with the university specialization 

created the proper environment in which the new ventures could find a skilled workforce. 

For instance, Ito was one of the engineers working on the Hodoyoshi project and studied at 

the University of Tokyo. This university is known for its tradition in the space sector. In fact, 

the first Japanese satellite  Ohsumi  was developed in the Institute of Space and 

Aeronautical Science, at that time part of the University of Tokyo. 

Finally, at the end of 2021, Astroscale received its Series F investments. Until the 

Series E investment, all the investors providing the necessary financial capital for the 

development of Astroscale technologies and business models were Japan-based. The shared 

culture played a paramount role in the decision of Japanese investors to fund Astroscale.  
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Therefore, recurring to the RL allowed Astroscale to access and source the necessary 

resources, capabilities, and human and financial capital to survive in the aftermath of its 

creation. Hence, the following proposition is formulated: 

 

Proposition 2. The RL supports radically INVs in reducing the liability to increase 

their likelihood of survival.  

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This work focuses on radically-INVs, investigating how they can overcome the so-

called a 

viable business (Ritter & Pedersen, 2022). In particular, the research discusses how the 

regional context supports a radically-INV while facing the risks that threaten their survival, 

such as the lack of legitimacy and the liability of newness. What emerged is that the RL, 

defined by the regional business and industrial practices and culture (Aoyama, 2009), has a 

role in the mitigation of the risks faced by the INVs, and in particular for those INVs that 

present the highest degrees of novelty. To explore the phenomenon in detail, I perform a 

single case study of a radically-INV on Astroscale, a Japanese venture that pioneered the on-

orbit service market by introducing a radically new VP. This research started by analyzing 

how the Japanese RL was leveraged by Astroscale in the mechanisms necessary to gain 

legitimacy. Firstly, radically-INVs can benefit from regional cultural and traditional 

elements that facilitate the understanding of the VP by stakeholders. In addition, aspects of 

the regional culture and tradition can be used as symbolic elements that provoke a sense of 

familiarity in the stakeholders (Bitektine, 2011; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). Secondly, in 

order to manipulate the environment, a new venture must avoid contrast with the extant 
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practices and values (Suchman, 1995). Therefore, the compliance with the RL and its 

exploitation can become a strategy that radically-INVs can pursue to gain legitimacy and 

subsequently act on the institutions and conversely influence the context. In this way, the 

radically-INV does not contradict the status quo, but leverages the local cultural elements 

and tradition to start shaping the RL, adding new distinctive elements. Thirdly, to extend its 

legitimacy beyond the local environment, a radically-INV can carry the RL in other contexts 

(Aoyama, 2009) leveraging also the new aspects it added to the RL. In the specific case of 

Astroscale, Japanese traditional elements such as the culture of cleanliness, the diffusion of 

manga, and the strong industrial tradition in robotics and electronics have allowed the 

venture to easily communicate its VP. Afterward, it was identified how the RL supports the 

radically-INV in reducing the liability of newness. The shared culture within a region favors 

information flows (Roundy & Fayard, 2019; Sweeney, 1991) allowing the connection of 

different actors in it (Laursen et al., 2012). This creates a collaborative climate that allows 

the radically-INVs to access relevant resources. In this way, the RL also facilitates the 

formation of alliances and networks, that may provide further resources that help to cope 

with the liability of newness. This study showed how Japan represented a proper context for 

Astroscale to survive since Astroscale could leverage the peculiarities of the Japanese RL to 

gain legitimacy and reduce the risks due to the liability of newness.  

 

5.1. Theoretical Contributions 

Extending the knowledge about the elements that may increase the likelihood of 

survival of radically-INVs is paramount for the entrepreneurial literature. First of all, 

following the lineage of study that considers the context as relevant and important to INVs 

(Aoyama, 2009; Autio et al., 2014), this study investigated the role of the RL in supporting 

radically-INVs in facing the risks related to the lack of legitimacy and liability of newness. 
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Scholars have investigated how the regional context surrounding the new ventures can 

influence their creation (Fritsch & Falck, 2007), the identification of new opportunities 

(Messeni Petruzzelli et al., 2020), the entrepreneurial intention (Donaldson et al., 2021; 

Huggins & Thompson, 2016; Wigren-Kristoferson et al., 2022), and the actions to exploit 

the business idea (Hayton & Cacciotti, 2013). This work contributes by identifying the role 

of the RL in the business strategy and in the mechanisms deployed by radically-INVs to 

reduce the risks they face. Consequently, this work offers theoretical contributions not only 

to the entrepreneurship literature but also to the regional studies literature that investigates 

the role of regional characteristics in sustaining the survival of radically-INVs  (Aoyama, 

2009; Fritsch & Wyrwich, 2018). The research shed light on how the RL may support 

radically-INVs in reducing the negative effects of both the lack of legitimacy and the liability 

of newness. It highlighted how the culture, historical business, and industrial practices of a 

region can have a crucial role in the economic development of a region, being supporting 

elements for radically-INVs in facing risks during their early infancy.  

Secondly, this work contributes to the entrepreneurship literature by investigating the 

mechanisms and strategies that firms can adopt to gain legitimacy (Kuratko et al., 2017; 

Navis & Glynn, 2011; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). In particular, it analyzes how the culture 

and tradition of a region can be used to support the manipulation and narrative strategies to 

gain legitimacy. The literature has suggested the importance of the manipulation strategy 

(Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002) and when to use such a strategy (Kuratko et al., 2017). This 

work adds elements that explain how this strategy can be performed, making use of elements 

of RL as a reference to the status quo, thus avoiding contrasts with the context.  

Thirdly, the concept of liability of newness was introduced by Stinchcombe in 1965. 

The importance of this topic is still central to the entrepreneurship literature that is looking 

for strategies and mechanisms to overcome the liability (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). This 
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work further increases the understanding of the mechanisms and dynamics allowing 

radically-INV to overcome the liability of newness.  

Fourth, the role of culture in the literature of entrepreneurship lacks proper attention 

(Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). Following the call for further study on the culture in 

entrepreneurship and innovation made by Cornelissen et al. (2017), this study advances the 

understanding of how culture, in the form of RL, can contribute to the survival of radically-

INV.   

Finally, this work, by focusing on the radically-INVs, increases the understanding of 

the dynamics behind the survival of these specific ventures. Entrepreneurship literature has 

considered INVs as a single typology of firms (Cliff et al., 2006; Koellinger, 2008), without 

proposing a distinction of the broad group of INVs according to their characteristics. This 

study, focuses on a specific typology of INVs, namely radically-INVs, highlighting the 

specific features and dynamics that characterized them (Samuelsson & Davidsson, 2009).  

  

5.2. Practical Contributions 

From a practical point of view, the findings can be beneficial to entrepreneurs, and 

policymakers since they show how some of the characteristics of the context may facilitate 

the survival of radically-INVs in a specific region. In particular, entrepreneurs who aim to 

create a radically-INV can scan the environment to identify and leverage elements of culture 

and tradition that are in line with the opportunity that the radically-INV aims to explore or 

can decide to start their venture in a geographical area that presents such elements. As a 

consequence, the radically-INVs do not only gain legitimacy, thus increasing their likelihood 

of success, but also facilitate the understanding by important stakeholders of the value they 

created. Furthermore, the establishment of a radically-INV in a favorable environment can 
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facilitate the identification and gathering of the relevant resources. Once the radically-INV 

gains legitimacy from their proximate stakeholders, they can spread their offering outside 

the region, carrying the RL, thus gaining legitimacy also in different regional contexts. 

Finally, policymakers may profit from a strong RL, since it favors the survival of radically-

INVs, which lead to economic growth and development. In fact, they can focus their effort 

on sustaining the business and industrial tradition, nurturing the RL on which radically-INVs 

can rely to increase their likelihood of survival. 

 

5.3. Limitation and Further Development 
 

The study has, of course, some limitations. In particular, the methodology used is a 

single case study in a specific region. Indeed, an interesting way to further explore the role 

of RL is to use additional case studies coming from different regions and sectors, in order to 

investigate the contingency factors that influence the findings of this paper. Furthermore, the 

analysis was based on qualitative data; running an extensive quantitative analysis could help 

further test and verify the results. 

The study opens several avenues for further research to explore the role of the RL in 

the survival and emergence of radically-INVs. For instance, future works can investigate 

how RL can support the identification of new entrepreneurial opportunities or how the 

elements of the RL imprint the founding teams. Studies could also focus on how INVs, in 

turn, influence the evolution of the RL and the subsequent generation of entrepreneurs. 

Furthermore, future studies may investigate if there are differences in how expat-preneurs 

[i.e., those who temporarily live abroad and initiate a new venture opportunity in the host 

country (Vance et al., 2016)], or immigrant entrepreneurs (i.e., those who, pushed by 

economic and socio-political reasons, move from their home country on a permanent basis 
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and start a new business in the host country (Omorede & Axelsson, 2022) leverage RL 

compared with native entrepreneurs. Finally, scholars may investigate how the bundle of the 

resources of a region can influence the location decision of entrepreneurs to start a new 

venture, and in particular the role of RL in this decision. 
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CHAPTER. 2 ENTREPRENEURIAL RECYCLING IN THE 
AFTERMATH OF ANCHOR FIRMS  CRISIS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A firm facing a crisis may experience financial instability and operational 

disruptions, which can lead to a reduction in revenue, layoffs, and, in some cases, closure. 

The consequences of crises extend throughout the regional environment, leading to an 

increment in the unemployment rate (Jofre-Monseny et al., 2017), a reduction in the 

incentives to local supply and demand, and the depreciation of knowledge (Hoetker & 

Agarwal, 2007). These negative effects are magnified when the crisis hits an anchor firm, 

defined as a large firm that catalyzes regional innovation development (Agrawal & 

Cockburn, 2003). In fact, knowledge created by an anchor firm is deemed to be at the base 

of regional development (Agrawal & Cockburn, 2003), which stimulates regional industrial 

R&D as well as local universities in developing knowledge useful for the supply and demand 

 This knowledge is the result 

of the employees' knowledge operating under firm specific routines (Nelson, 1985). 

Therefore, those individuals store both tacit and explicit knowledge (Grant, 1996) and can 

trigger mechanisms for the diffusion and development of knowledge within a region through 

their formal and informal contacts (Dahl & Pedersen, 2004), mobility, and by spilling over 

for creating new ventures (Agarwal et al., 2010; Caiazza et al., 2020; Owen-Smith & Powell, 

2004; Qian & Acs, 2013). However, due to an anchor firm crisis, individuals may be 

unemployed for a long time (Blanchard & Katz, 1992), hired by firms in different industries 

(Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007), or move to different locations (Hansen et al., 2021), thus they 

may not be able to use the knowledge acquired. As a consequence, the valuable knowledge 

of the anchor firm can be lost.  
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To reduce  is important to keep the flow of 

knowledge and resources (i.e.,  skilled workers, capital, intellectual properties, and 

infrastructures) released by the anchor firm, into the region (Mason & Harrison, 2006; 

Sorenson, 2017; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). Among all, human resources are deemed to be 

the most valuable to be recycled into the ecosystem since they embed the tacit knowledge, 

skills, and capabilities developed during their employment in the anchor firm (Spigel & 

Vinodrai, 2021). Furthermore, human resources exert agency, namely the capacity of 

individuals to make purposeful choices and take actions that lead to tangible results 

(Grillitsch & Sotarauta, 2020). 

Scholars examining the crises and closure of anchor firms have focused on the 

attributes of the workforce, with the aim of comprehending the factors influencing their 

decision to embark on an entrepreneurial career (Nyström, 2020; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). 

Those studies found that in the aftermath of the crisis of anchor firms, aged and experienced 

individuals are more likely to start a new venture (Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021), since they might 

hold autonomous positions and leverage their social network to create a new venture  

(Nyström, 2020). Those studies, however, did not offer insights into how human resources 

leveraged their specific knowledge to create a new venture in the downturn of an anchor 

firm. As a consequence, there is a lack of understanding of how human resources and their 

knowledge are recycled within an ecosystem (Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). Accordingly, this 

study addresses the question of How does the knowledge gained in an anchor firm help 

individuals to create new ventures in the aftermath of the crisis of an anchor firm? . 

Answering this question is critical to understand how individuals may preserve crucial 

knowledge at risks due to anchor firms  crises, while shedding light on the dynamic of new 

venture creation. This phenomenon gains even greater significance since new ventures, being 
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sources of economic growth and regional development (Xu et al., 2021) might balance the 

negative socio-economic consequences that ensue from the closure of big firms.  

To address the research question identified, I performed a qualitative study collecting 

data through interviews. This methodology is considered valuable in understanding the 

diversity of life experiences and circumstances (Beer et al., 2019). The interviewees were 

former employees of Olivetti, an anchor firm headquartered in the Piedmont region (Italy). 

The firm experienced a crisis in the late 90s which led to a downsizing of its operation, 

followed by a new period of growth and a subsequent crisis that led to further downsizing.  

The data collected and analyzed supported the definition of a framework describing how 

different typologies of knowledge acquired by individuals in their work experience can be 

effectively reused in the creation of a new venture. 

This work contributes to several streams within the entrepreneurship literature. It 

describes how the knowledge of individuals, developed during their experience in the anchor 

firm, is leveraged during the new venture creation process, hence increasing our 

understanding of the dynamics of this process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021). 

Furthermore, this study, by investigating the transition of individuals from employment to 

entrepreneurship as a consequence of the crisis of an anchor firm, provides insights into the 

dynamics of resource recycling within an entrepreneurial ecosystem that can ensure its 

resilience (Sorenson, 2017; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021).  

 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The goal of this work is to understand how individuals leverage the knowledge they 

developed in the anchor firm when creating new ventures in the aftermath of the anchor 

. Accordingly, I, firstly, describe how the anchor firms shape human resources, 
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and how a crisis can influence the knowledge developed. Afterward, I illustrate the 

knowledge necessary for an entrepreneurial career. Finally, I present the process of creating 

a new venture.  

 

2.1. Anchor Firms and Human Resources 

An anchor firm can influence human resources in different ways. First, anchor firms 

offer high salaries and stability that attract the most qualified workers (Spigel & Vinodrai, 

2021). In this way, highly skilled people are brought together in the anchor firm and they 

create internal networks that allow for confrontation and exchange, further increasing their 

human capital (Galor & Tsiddon, 1997). Those networks can last beyond the closure of an 

anchor firm (Bahrami & Evans, 1995). Secondly, anchor firms invest in the training of 

employees, providing them with superior technological and managerial knowledge (Spigel 

& Vinodrai, 2021). Finally, the high investment in R&D, typical of anchor firms (Agrawal 

& Cockburn, 2003), increases the human capital of employees by equipping them with novel 

and improved skills, knowledge, experience, and expertize (Becker, 1964).  

The human resources of an anchor firm can enact mechanisms that allow the diffusion 

of knowledge (Acs et al., 2009; Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004; Qian & Acs, 2013). This can 

be the result of individuals  formal and informal contacts with individuals who are not 

employees of the anchor firm, hence allowing the exchange of knowledge within the region 

(Balland et al., 2016; Dahl & Pedersen, 2004). Furthermore, individuals might spill out 

knowledge developed in the anchor firms that is not exploited (Audretsch et al., 2009; 

Caiazza et al., 2020). In this way, the knowledge created by an anchor firm flows in the 

region, serving as a base for the creation of new knowledge within the region itself, 

consequently shaping regional growth (Agrawal & Cockburn, 2003; Sorenson, 2017). 
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When an anchor firm faces a crisis, the diffusion of knowledge is hindered for 

manifold reasons (Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007), leading to the loss or depreciation of 

knowledge. In particular, firstly, anchor firms can produce new knowledge with cost 

efficiencies. This advantage stems from their capacity to implement economies of scale 

through the use of skilled workers and equipped facilities over multiple research projects, 

allowing them to not only reduce costs but also enhance the quality of knowledge creation 

(Agrawal & Cockburn, 2003). As a consequence of the crisis, R&D investments are lower 

or none, slowing down the creation and diffusion of new knowledge in a region. Secondly, 

the knowledge is intrinsic to individuals but requires specific routines and organizations 

(Nelson, 1985). If an anchor firm closes, it cannot act as a template  for those who seek to 

build on the knowledge (Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007), thus limiting the ability 

to replicate and develop the knowledge. Finally, when employees leave the anchor firm, they 

may be unemployed for a long time or be working in firms with different routines that do not 

help individuals to fully exploit their knowledge (Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007). 

The diffusion of knowledge within a region is critical for regional development 

(Asheim, 1996; Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004), since it allows other actors, local R&D and 

universities, to build on such knowledge, making it important to understand the mechanisms 

of diffusion of knowledge in the aftermath of an is. Spigel and Vinodrai 

(2021) argued that the basis of the capacity of a region to recover lies in how human resources 

are recycled into the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Despite acknowledging the pressing issue 

of how individuals, in an area of crisis, create new ventures (Beer et al., 2019; MacKinnon, 

2017), there is a scant understanding of how human resources, endowed with valuable 

experience and knowledge, are recycled into the entrepreneurial ecosystem for creating new 

ventures (Nyström, 2020; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). 
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2.2. Entrepreneurship and Human Capital  

Individuals can decide to start a new venture to capitalize on the knowledge and 

expertize they developed through their former jobs by creating a new venture. As a 

consequence of an anchor firm crisis, individuals are more likely to engage in entrepreneurial 

activities (Nyström, 2020). This is because they face lower opportunity costs resulting from 

the unstable financial situation of their former employment (Nyström, 2020). Market, 

management, and R&D experience have been positively related to entrepreneurial 

performance (Marvel, 2013), in terms of survival (Bates, 1990; Cooper et al., 1994), 

technology growth (Colombo & Grilli, 2005), and the initial firm size (Colombo et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, the extent of knowledge owned by entrepreneurs influences the entrepreneurial 

process (Dencker et al., 2021), since it plays a major role in the generation and exploitation 

of entrepreneurial opportunities (Marvel, 2013), and in the acquisition, bundling, and 

leveraging of resources (Dencker et al., 2021). This knowledge is instrumental in assessing 

the relevance of the resources necessary for the new venture and to utilize them in the 

activities required for the creation process. Finally, individuals who worked in anchor firms 

tend to have better financial performance with the new ventures due to the extensive 

networks they have cultivated during their tenure in anchor firms. These networks support 

the new venture to foster legitimacy and access to valuable resources, industry insights, and 

strategic partnerships necessary for the creation process (Frederiksen et al., 2016). Therefore, 

the knowledge acquired by individuals during their former employment is an early source of 

competitive advantage (Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021) that may affect the success of the new 

venture. However, not all individuals within an anchor firm own the same knowledge, as the 

knowledge they acquire can diverge, influenced by their specific roles and responsibilities 

within the organization (Hoetker & Agarwal, 2007). 
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In the Knowledge Spillover Theory of Entrepreneurship, authors have argued that 

both technological knowledge and business knowledge are instrumental to the creation of 

new ventures (Acs et al., 2013; Qian & Acs, 2013). Technological knowledge is at the basis 

of technical development, and it provides individuals with the tools to understand and create 

innovation (Acs et al., 2009; Qian & Acs, 2013). This knowledge is regarded as the key 

competitive factor for the new venture s success since it may be difficult to imitate (Balland 

et al., 2016). Anchor firms, with their technological knowledge, create externalities that are 

exploited by other firms in the region to innovate, increasing the overall regional innovation 

(Feldman, 2003). 

On the other hand, business knowledge encompasses all the non-technological 

knowledge that comprises expertize in managing and coordinating organizations, as well as 

information about customers, markets, suppliers, and competitors (Huber, 2013). This 

knowledge can be operationalized in the market (Qian & Acs, 2013) and managerial 

knowledge (Audretsch et al., 2009).  Market knowledge refers to knowledge about product 

and service commercialization, customer problems and needs, and about suppliers and 

competitors (Marvel, 2013). Anchor firms are situated in larger markets, which provides 

individuals with access to a broader spectrum of information from various markets that might 

not be accessible to everyone (Agrawal & Cockburn, 2003). Finally, managerial knowledge 

refers to structuring, bundling, and leveraging the necessary resources to run a business 

(Audretsch et al., 2009), on the formal and informal level (Kogut & Zander, 1992). Within 

anchor firms, having managerial positions allows employees to develop and refine 

managerial knowledge through the coordination of projects and employees on a large scale. 

This provides individuals with leadership ability (Audretsch et al., 2009) which elevates the 

reputation, an element that can be instrumental for the creation of new ventures 

(Nyström, 2020). 
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2.3. New Venture Creation Process  

To understand how individuals leverage the knowledge gained during their 

experience in the anchor firm, it is important to dig deeper into the different phases of the 

venture creation process and the different activities carried out. The creation process of a 

new venture consists of three phases, namely generation, discovery, and exploitation 

(Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021).  

In the generation phase, individuals come up with a business idea that comprises one 

or more attributes such as unmet market needs, a market target, a technology or knowledge 

to commercialize, or a combination of these elements (Vogel, 2017). Starting from those 

elements the individuals perform market research to understand the potential of their ideas 

(Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

In the development phase, the entrepreneurs perform an iterative process of 

experimentation and assessment (Vogel, 2017) in which they test the overall viability of the 

new venture (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). This allows to clarify additional elements of the 

business such as a value proposition, revenues, cost structure, customer segments, and 

distribution channel (Vogel, 2017), and to identify the necessary resources for the creation 

of the new ventures (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). 

In the exploitation phase, the entrepreneurs need to increase sales and their market 

share and stability (Paschen, 2017). Therefore, it requires the implementation of activities 

that aim at creating a strong customer base, entering and expanding the presence in the 

market, and extending the organizational structure (Picken, 2017), while also improving the 

offer (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

During the different phases, entrepreneurs undertake different activities, which, as a 

consequence, require different inputs. In this way, entrepreneurs leverage the knowledge 
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they own according to the phase. Understanding how knowledge is used represents an 

important issue both for academics and practitioners (Beer et al., 2019; MacKinnon, 2017) 

due to the importance of critical knowledge that through entrepreneurship can be recycled 

within the region in the aftermath of an anchor firm crisis. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The study adopts a qualitative approach for manifold reasons. Qualitative studies are 

particularly suitable for describing complex and dynamic phenomena (Eisenhardt & 

Graebner, 2007) such as the creation of new ventures following an anchor firm crisis. 

Furthermore, the qualitative approach, particularly through multiple case studies, is effective 

for answering research questions aiming to capture the elements that govern the investigated 

phenomenon and s (Yin, 2009). In addition, the collection of primary 

data through interviews provides a valuable means to grasp the experiences and 

circumstances that are essential for understanding labor dynamics (Beer et al., 2019). Finally, 

studies that employ qualitative techniques have the potential to offer insights into issues that 

interest both academics and practitioners (Prasad & Prasad, 2002). 

 

3.1. Setting 

The aim of this study is to build a theory on the use of the knowledge creation of a 

new venture in the aftermath of an anchor firm  crisis. To address this issue, I conducted a 

study on individuals who have worked for Olivetti. Olivetti represents a suitable context for 

this study since, before the crises faced, it was an anchor firm influencing the innovation 

development of the north of Italy.  In particular, Olivetti was founded in 1908 in the Italian 

city of Ivrea located in the Piedmont region as a typewriter manufacturer company. Through 

the years, Olivetti expanded its production to electronic devices, such as calculators and 
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computers as well as in the creation of software, gaining international market share in 

Europe, the US, Asia and Middle-East. The company, through its investments in research 

and development, became a pioneer in the various domains it operated (e.g., typewriter, 

information system, printers, and office equipment). For instance, in the information system 

industry, it actively generated knowledge that led to the creation of cutting-edge technologies 

and products such as, for example, the ELEA 9001, the first mainframe computer using 

transistors, and the P101, a desktop programmable calculator. Those products drove 

, making the company one of the biggest producers of office equipment and 

with the highest sales of personal computers in various markets. Throughout history, Olivetti 

was considered a progressive firm due to its significant innovative capacity, organizational 

models emphasizing efficient collaboration and knowledge sharing, and its strong focus on 

both customers satisfaction and employee well-being. Moreover, the company nurtured the 

regional ecosystem through partnerships, spin-offs, and acquisitions that further pushed 

Olivetti s influence in the area. In the first years of 1990, the change of paradigm in the 

computer industry led to the company facing a major crisis, causing downsize in Olivetti 

operations and to the sale of the computer division. To recover from this crisis, the company 

was acquired by Telecom Italia and changed the focus from computers to 

telecommunications. This led to a short period of growth followed by a new period of crisis. 

Nowadays, Olivetti is still active but has never achieved the same results but its legacy in the 

Ivrea area is still strong and exemplified by Ivrea s inclusion in UNESCO s list of world 

heritage sites as Industrial City of the 20th Century. 

 

3.2. Data Sampling 

Current census data and administrative records do not provide relevant details to 

determine the career paths of former Olivetti employees. The shortage of data pertaining to 
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workers  mobility and their transition to entrepreneurship stands as a major obstacle in the 

entrepreneurial literature (Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). In response to these challenges, career-

based social media platforms such as LinkedIn are increasingly popular ways of selecting 

and collecting data on the individual level (Chen & Thompson, 2016; Jiang et al., 2018; 

Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). LinkedIn can count on more than 950 million members who 

provide detailed information on job histories such as their education, job location, job duties, 

and dates of employment uploaded by users. Furthermore, LinkedIn allows the creation of 

thematic groups as well as alumni groups of schools, universities, companies, and 

organizations. Accordingly, to identify a pool of former Olivetti employees, I used the 

keyword  in the past company field which yielded 8,400 results, as well as in the 

group sections identifying two Olivetti alumni groups 

. For each of the 8,400 profiles resulting from the queries, I navigated the personal 

page and checked if their work experiences present any position as  -

Founders  ,  or their Italian translations and eliminated those individuals 

that have moved to different regions. In this way, I can identify only those individuals who 

have started a new venture and kept the knowledge acquired at Olivetti in the same region. 

The sample was then reduced to 130 individuals to whom a connection request with a 

message presenting the scope of the research was sent. Among those who responded to the 

connection request, only 10 accepted to take part in the interview. Table 1 presents the 

positions that those individuals hold in Olivetti and describes their entrepreneurial activities. 
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Case Olivetti Position New Entrepreneurial Activity 
Case A Sales, training specialist, local 

marketing, PC retail network 
director 

International Trade, 
Management & Consulting 

Case B IT Specialist, Senior Financial 
Director 

Financial and Management 
Consulting 

Case C Program Manager for 
Automation 

Development of applications in 
the field of Manufacturing 
Execution Systems 

Case D Sales, Sales Director Business Development and 
M&A Advisory 

Case E Production Manager, Buyer, 
Editor Senior 

Marketing, Communication, 
and Event Planner Consulting 

Case F Sales Director, Product 
Manager 

Management Consulting 

Case G Project Manager, Product 
Manager, Program Manager, 
Business Development 
Manager, Sales and Marketing 

Innovation & Technology 
Management Consulting 

Case H Credit Manager Business Consulting 
Case I Bid & Service Manager, 

Technical Assistance Manager 
IT Services and IT Consulting 

Case L Quality Assurance Manager, 
Field Service Director, 
Technical Service Director 

Service management and 
Quality Consulting 

Table 1. Sample Lists 

3.3. Data Collection 

The process of data collection relies on primary data gathered through semi-

structured interviews with the individuals identified in the data sample phase. The interviews 

were conducted either face-to-face, online using video conferencing software (i.e., Zoom, 

Microsoft Teams, and Google Meet), or through phone calls. The interviews lasted between 

30 and 60 minutes and were recorded for transcription purposes. During those interviews, 

participants were asked to describe their careers, giving more details on their experience in 

Olivetti and the new venture creation process. The goal of the interviews was to gather 

information on how the work experience in the anchor firm and how the knowledge acquired 

shapes the creation process of the new ventures. In addition to those interviews, secondary 

data were collected to gain more insight into the cases and triangulate information to 

minimize bias and achieve robustness (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009). 
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3.4. Data Analysis 

The data analysis approach involves three stages: preliminary analysis, content 

analysis, and processing and understanding the data to provide a cohesive account of the 

phenomenon (Bardin, 1977). During the first phase, I revised the interviews  transcriptions 

and notes taken during the interview to outline a case report for each individual in the sample. 

In this way, I ensured that I had all the information necessary for the research. In the content 

analysis phase, I clustered the experiences of the interviewees as providing them with 

managerial, market and technological knowledge. At the same time, I classified the different 

activities undertaken for the creation of the new venture in relation with the generation, 

development, and exploitation phases. Afterward, I identified the typology of knowledge 

exploited during each phase of the new venture creation. Finally, I compared the various 

cases using cross-analysis to identify shared elements and differences. This process 

facilitated the definition of findings. 

4. RESULTS 
 

4.1. Generation 

The generation phase defines the starting point of the entrepreneurial process, and it 

is enacted by the individual agency to begin an entrepreneurial career (Vogel, 2017). While 

describing their experiences at Olivetti, the interviewees highlighted the significant 

investments in research on automation systems that influenced the products, services, and 

internal organization of Olivetti. Since I have started my experience 

in Olivetti, I have been working on the automation system. I was lucky to operate in that field 

as a simple operator, as well as managing projects. This has sparked a passion in me that I 

brought into my entrepreneurial activity se I, similarly, reported that while working for 

Olivetti he had the chance to work with a technology that imprinted his entrepreneurial 
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career. In both cases, technological knowledge became the core of their business ideas, 

though applied to different industries from that of Olivetti. For instance, case I decided to 

exploit the technological knowledge developed in Olivett in an emerging industry, motivated 

also by the innovative culture of Olivetti and later in more traditional industries.  

Furthermore, the crisis of Olivetti pushed cases C and I to start the new venture as they no 

longer felt constrained by the company. On the matter, case I said: I always thought I would 

be an entrepreneur, I always wanted to have something that was mine. When I saw that 

Olivetti was not doing well, .  

Olivetti marketed products in several geographical areas (e.g., Asia, Middle East, 

Europe, and the US) and domains (e.g., public administration, banking, retail). Hence, it was 

likely that employees within Olivetti could develop market knowledge allowing them to 

access information about distant markets. For instance, four of the cases in the sample 

reported that, due to their market knowledge, they were informed about potential customer 

segments and their needs. Those individuals decided to leverage their managerial expertize 

(e.g., credit management, quality management, assistance, and project management), 

addressing the same geographical market they operated while in Olivetti, but also exploring 

different market domains to start the new venture. For example, case A worked closely with 

several markets in Asia and developed a deep understanding of the Chinese market which 

led to the decision to start a company on international trade: 

Chinese, and I knew what they like: In Italy, we have a lot of artisans and small 

and big companies that create high quality goods. So, I decided to go to some fair in China 

. Case G, on the other hand, after leaving Olivetti, was informed about 

customers that might need his expertize and therefore he started a small consultancy agency: 

The crisis was there and I was not happy: So I had just left Olivetti, and I was still deciding 

what to do when a former client in Olivetti reached me to talk about a firm that was looking 
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for organizational advice. I thought about it, and I saw an opportunity to begin a career as 

autonomous [worker] . Market knowledge not only aided in 

identifying customer segments and needs but also facilitated the validation of the idea 

through discussions with market experts to identify a segment to target, as in the case of case 

I. Indeed, the entrepreneur of the case I was very knowledgeable of the public administration 

market due to his period in Olivetti and reported: I talked 

with them about my idea to get insights and I had positive vibes . A particular situation was 

represented by case B, who decided to not leverage his market knowledge to avoid contrasts 

with the management team of Olivetti. 

As previously reported, managerial knowledge was leveraged by entrepreneurs to 

create a new venture that would offer their expertize as a service. Case L during the interview 

The situation was not nice, I would have never left Olivetti, but the situation pushed 

me to do so. learned during my time 

in Olivetti. I created the company sure that soon after I would find customers. And it 

happened . Similarly, case F was approached by an acquaintance who proposed to put the 

managerial knowledge developed in Olivetti at the core of a business idea, while also 

leveraging the reputation earned by being employed in Olivetti.   

 

4.2. Development 
 

The development phase comprises an iterative process of experimentation and 

evaluation that helps to further determine elements of the business. Case I, describing the 

experience of creating the new venture: I had a lot of experience with automation systems, 

so I knew what it takes to create the service I wanted to sell. . In the last [entrepreneurial 

experience], I just applied my expertize, being pragmatic. While in the first one, I wanted to 

integrate my knowledge with new knowledge. In this project, I involved new people who had 
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different knowledge to create the service . Similarly, case C: recreate 

all the conditions . From those cases, it emerged how 

technological knowledge helps the entrepreneurs to identify elements necessary for the value 

proposition to be created, defining key relationships, and activities necessary.  

Market knowledge allows entrepreneurs to confront the market and to test the 

In Olivetti, 

When I started my venture, people in my network were still operating in the same market, 

and I could just call them if there was a problem and find a solution together  In a similar 

vein, case A while doing the first fairs in China had customers helping to refine the business 

opportunity: I traveled a lot of times in China during my period in Olivetti and I learned 

how to work with Chinese. During the fairs, people were coming to me asking about clothes 

and fashion goods, and I thought it would be better to focus only on those products   Being 

aware of the market domain in which they want to operate allows the new venture to interact 

with customers who might provide feedback useful to develop and test the 

insight.  

In this phase, managerial knowledge, especially related to the coordination of 

personnel, was exploited for the creation process. The experience in Olivetti made those 

individuals deal with big projects and large groups. As reported in several interviews, they 

felt quite confident in identifying skilled employees and the necessary resources and 

activities to run their business. In particular, I knew what it takes to operate, 

for me it was like a receipt, so I had just to pick the right ingredients  Case I, stressed how 

important was the experience in managing projects for Olivetti: managed a lot of groups, 

and I gained such an experience that I immediately understand if a person is the proper one 

for working in my . Managerial knowledge proved pivotal in the development phase as 
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it helps to shape business key resources and activities as well as the costs and revenue stream 

necessary for the business.  

 

4.3. Exploitation 

In the exploitation phase, the new ventures aim to increase their sale and their market 

share to reach stability (Vogel, 2017).  

The interviews highlighted that technological knowledge allows entrepreneurs to 

diversify their offerings. As suggested by case I: We tried to create a product that is at the 

same time standard and flexible. We create a solution that is easily applicable to different 

domains while keeping the whole structure . Similarly, case C stated: , 

together with my passion for automation, I brought this idea to engage with different fields. 

In this way, we can satisfy more customers and reach . Accordingly, 

technological knowledge supports new ventures to diversify their portfolio and increase their 

market share.  

All the cases in the samples emphasize the way Olivetti operated in the market, and 

how this shaped their idea on how to approach the market. I have very 

good memories about my period in sales in Olivetti. The company taught us that was 

important to listen to only to sell, 

but create also a personal connection, so we could understand what they need and how to 

give it to them. And this is something that I do also now, and I can see the results

case I: humans, being them the employees or 

customers. It totally changed my mind and . 

The new ventures could rely on this knowledge to consolidate the relationship with 

customers, which, as a consequence, allowed for a consolidation and an increase in the 

market share. Furthermore, a deep knowledge of a specific market domain was reported as 
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useful to expand their market. Case D explained that: 

experience in Olivetti, and they were hearing what I was doing. For me it was easy to go to 

them and start to sell my services, and 

Olivetti, since they ceased to operate in such a domain . Leveraging the market knowledge 

helps the new venture connect with more customers.  

Managerial knowledge developed in Olivetti allowed individuals to deal with and 

coordinate high numbers of resources and projects, which was reported to be very helpful in 

scaling new venture operations by effectively expanding the firm size. As reported by case 

H: I contact a job agency to give them an exact list of 

the type of skills I wanted for my collaborators . The managerial knowledge in this phase 

helped the new ventures to identify the personnel necessary to increase the  size and 

consequently, the operations. Case Human resources are the most 

important resources for the success of our firm. When the new people started working for us, 

I reduced my time on the field and started to coordinate those resources  On the contrary, 

case C admitted: expertize was poor. Yes, I had a managerial position, but 

they were not enough to scale the size of our firm. Luckily, one of the founding members had 

long experience and made things work . Managerial knowledge emerged as critical in 

coordinating the resources necessary to increase the size and operation of the new venture in 

the exploitation phase. 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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Table 2

echnological knowledge allows the entrepreneurs in the development phase to

identify the key elements necessary to understand the feasibility of the business opportunity. 

On the basis of this, individuals could test business opportunities and define the elements of 
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the business necessary for the creation of the value proposition (Vogel, 2017). Finally, in the 

exploitation phase, the new ventures could differentiate their offerings due to the ability to 

engage with technology, which helps the new ventures to assess the value of new knowledge, 

incorporate and exploit it to adapt the offering to different markets or to introduce new 

offering (Zhang, 2016). In this way, the new venture can extend its portfolio and eventually 

increase its market share (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

Market knowledge from the anchor firm allows individuals to access a broad amount 

of information, since the anchor firm operated in several markets. In this way, former 

employees could identify unmet needs or solutions in different markets, that are deemed as 

critical elements in the generation phase (Vogel, 2017). In the development phase, it is 

important to test the business opportunity through the iteration with the market. The 

knowledge of the market facilitates the identification of early customers instrumental to this 

cycle of feedback on the business opportunity, thereby helping to understand how to adapt 

or later capitalize on the business opportunity. In the exploitation phase, new ventures aim 

to expand their market share, and through their market knowledge can reach those customers 

who have not been suitable for the development phase as they require a more stable offering. 

In other words, market knowledge provides individuals with the ability to recognize the 

different types of consumers  adoption of new offerings (Bass, 1969). Furthermore, the new 

ventures could harness market knowledge to strengthen their relationships with customers, 

resulting in the consolidation and expansion of their market share.  

Finally, being Olivetti an anchor firm, employees dealt with large scale projects and 

a big organizational structure. As a consequence of a crisis, former employees who 

developed managerial knowledge can decide to start a new venture having this expertize as 

the core value on which to build the value proposition of the business idea. Moving to the 

development phase, managerial knowledge is functional to refine all the relevant elements 
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necessary for the creation of the new venture, defining what are the revenue streams and 

costs. In this phase, the new venture has to assess the overall feasibility of the business 

opportunity (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021), and managerial knowledge plays a critical role since 

it offers a broader picture of all the resources and activities necessary. When the new venture 

is in the exploitation phase, the individuals with managerial knowledge developed in an 

anchor firm can leverage their expertize to scale up the new venture operation since they are 

familiar with coordinating a high number of people and projects in their previous 

employment. These results add to the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship, which 

stresses the importance of both technological and business knowledge to create a new 

venture, but considers the latter as complementary and only relevant for the 

commercialization of technological knowledge (Acs et al., 2013; Qian & Acs, 2013). In fact, 

the results of the study show that business knowledge, and in particular managerial one, can 

support entrepreneurs in spotting business opportunities, due to the high level of skills 

developed operating in an anchor firm. Furthermore, managerial positions within an anchor 

firm provide individuals with a high reputation which can last even when the firms cease to 

exist (Nyström, 2020). New ventures are created lacking the track record that can inform the 

market about the quality of the new offering (Stuart & Sorenson, 2005) and entrepreneurs 

leverage the reputation inherited in the anchor firm as a signal to the market to gain new 

customers.  

The combination of the different types of knowledge enables the new ventures to 

operate effectively in industries that are either closely related or distant from their previous 

employment. This allows entrepreneurs to be influenced by external stimuli such as trends 

create a new venture and extend their knowledge beyond anchor 

firm s boundaries, contributing to regional development.   
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5.1. Theoretical Contributions 

With this study, I provide theoretical contributions to the entrepreneurial and regional 

studies. First, this study fills the identified gap by describing how individuals leverage the 

knowledge acquired during their tenure in the anchor firms after this firm s crisis (Nyström, 

2020; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). Following the operationalization of the knowledge in 

technological, managerial, and market (Acs et al., 2013; Huber, 2013; Qian & Acs, 2013), 

this research provides a more nuanced characterization of the individuals who create a new 

venture as a consequence of former employment crisis. By doing so, this research sheds light 

on individuals  transition from employment to entrepreneurship and offers valuable insights 

into how human resources are recycled within an entrepreneurial ecosystem and how it 

reduces the negative repercussions stemming from the anchor firms' crisis on the 

entrepreneurial ecosystem (Sorenson, 2017; Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021).  

Secondly, this work also increases our understanding of the new venture creation 

process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021). In particular, this work describes how the 

individuals  knowledge is used during the new venture creation process by focusing on each 

phase individually. Thus, it offers a dynamic perspective on the creation process, outlining 

how resources, specifically knowledge, play a role in the different activities of the creation 

process. In this way, the thesis advances the understating of how, through the knowledge 

developed in their previous experiences, entrepreneurs are able to determine the different 

elements instrumental to the business (Vogel, 2017). 

Finally, it advances the understanding of the knowledge spillover theory of 

entrepreneurship (Acs et al., 2009; Agarwal et al., 2010; Caiazza et al., 2020; Qian & Acs, 

2013) by providing new mechanisms that allow the knowledge of an anchor firm to be 

diffused within a region in the aftermath of the anchor firm crisis. It also reevaluates the role 

of business knowledge, that it is not merely complementary to the exploitation of 
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technological knowledge but can serve as the cornerstone of the new venture's value 

proposition. 

The contribution of this work to the regional studies literature lies in the indirect 

influence that an anchor firm has, in the aftermath of a crisis, on regional development 

(Spigel & Vinodrai, 2021). In particular, individuals released by anchor firms are provided 

with superior knowledge and reputation that can be used to create a new venture which are 

instrumental to the creation of new knowledge, contributing to the regional development.  

 

5.2. Practical Implications 

The findings of this work provide practical insight to entrepreneurs, policymakers, 

and employees alike.  

The framework developed in this work can help potential entrepreneurs leverage the 

knowledge owned for the creation of a new venture in the aftermath of an anchor firm crisis. 

In particular, they can identify in their expertize a potential business opportunity. Similarly, 

they can recognize niche markets to address, especially looking for those in which the anchor 

firm does not operate anymore. In addition to those insights, the framework can help 

entrepreneurs understand which kind of knowledge they lack while creating a new venture. 

In this way, entrepreneurs can look for co-founders who have this knowledge, as well as 

external collaborators or partners who may complement their knowledge.  

Policymakers, on the other hand, may define specific policies to promote 

entrepreneurial initiatives in the aftermath of an anchor firm crisis. In particular, 

policymakers can offer personalized entrepreneurship courses to unemployed individuals to 

make them acquire the knowledge they lack. Furthermore, policymakers can support the 

creation of new ventures by former employees of an anchor firm that put their technological 
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and managerial knowledge at the core of the business idea. In this way, those policies can 

mitigate the negative consequences of the anchor firm crisis by supporting individuals 

becoming entrepreneurs while preserving crucial knowledge for regional development.  

Finally, employees in an anchor firm can gain insight from the developed framework. 

Individuals can choose and construct a career path within the anchor firm that leads them to 

access and develop the knowledge necessary for the creation of a new venture. In particular, 

they might aim for different positions which could let them engage with different knowledge 

and broaden their expertize. In this way, those individuals would have, in a situation of crisis, 

the right tools that allow them the transition to entrepreneurship.  

 

5.3. Limitations and Further Development 

There are limitations to this work that can pave the way for future investigation. The 

sample selection includes cases from an anchor firm such as Olivetti, thus proving insights 

originating in a specific industry (i.e., digital) that may not be generalized for other industries 

(i.e., manufacturing). Hence, future investigations may include other cases of anchor firms, 

belonging to other industries, that faced a crisis. Furthermore, the cases focused on a 

particular geographical area such as the Piedmont region in Italy characterized by specific 

rules. A cross-region analysis might offer the opportunity to understand the role of regional 

policies and culture in the transition of individuals from employees to entrepreneurs. 

This work opened new avenues for research as well. This study showed how 

knowledge can be leveraged for the creation of new ventures. Future studies can investigate 

which typologies of ventures are created (i.e., innovative or imitative) as well as analyze 

venture performance in terms of size, revenues, or years of survival. Finally, while this study 

showed which are the own elements on which entrepreneurs can rely for the creation process, 
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future studies can investigate how new ventures look for resources and knowledge that they 

do not possess and that are necessary to effectively run their businesses. 
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CHAPTER 3. ENTREPRENEURIAL MOBILITY: A RESOURCE-
BASED INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE DECISION TO LEAVE. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The location decision represents one of the first strategic decisions for a new venture 

since it impacts the availability and use of resources (Sirmon et al., 2011). Studies on the 

location of the new venture have shown that new ventures prefer to locate in the region where 

(Dahl & 

Sorenson, 2012; Michelacci & Silva, 2007). This is due to several factors, such as the desire 

of founders to be closer to family and friends (Dahl & Sorenson, 2012), a better 

understanding of local business opportunities (Aoyama, 2009), and the presence of a social 

network with strong ties (Jack & Anderson, 2002). Indeed, by being embedded in a territory, 

entrepreneurs gain tacit knowledge that facilitates the identification of market needs, 

establish relationships that facilitate access to necessary resources, and be familiar with local 

culture, languages, and laws (Dahl & Sorenson, 2012). Additionally, locating away can lead 

to  additional costs (Zaheer, 1995).  

While it may seem straightforward that a new venture would choose to locate in the 

home region, this is not always the case. For instance, a recent report on startups 

commissioned by the EU showed that approximately 14% of European startups moved their 

headquarters during their creation phase to the US, the UK, or Israel (Onetti, 2017). Another 

study focusing only on unicorns shows that the percentage of those leaving UE is 27% (Testa 

et al., 2022). A similar trend affects the UK which, following the Brexit referendum, 

witnessed a drain of new ventures toward other countries (Butcher, 2016). Finally, in the US, 

new ventures tend to move towards specific locations, such as Silicon Valley, San Diego, 

Boston, and Austin, resulting in a high number of new ventures departing from their home 

region (Butler et al., 2020). Facebook, for example, founded by Mark Zuckerberg while he 
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was at Harvard University (Massachusetts), moved within a year to California. At that time, 

Silicon Valley was known for the availability of abundant resources such as funds and 

talents, and for its supportive entrepreneurial ecosystem (Suzuki et al., 2002).  This 

phenomenon has been further incentivized by the startup visa programs launched by different 

countries (e.g., Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Singapore, Spain, and the 

UK) which facilitate the process of obtaining a visa for individuals who decide to locate a 

new venture in those countries. Those programs aim to attract new ventures from all over the 

world. For instance, from 2014 to 2019, the Italian Ministry of Economic Development 

reported 434 applications for the startup visa program (MISE, 2020) while in the UK 1152 

applications were approved in the period that goes from 2019 to the first quarter of 2022 

(IMI, 2022).  

Understanding this phenomenon represents a current challenge concerning the 

practical implications of new ventures deciding to leave their home regions. When a new 

venture moves to another location, it brings the potential benefits in terms of innovation, 

economic growth, and job creation with it (Vivarelli, 2013). On the other hand, a location 

that is able to attract new ventures, in addition to those benefits, gains also new knowledge 

that fosters regional development (Messeni Petruzzelli et al., 2009). However, from a 

theoretical perspective, the decision of a new venture to leave its region has received little 

attention. One reason for this could be attributed to the decreasing importance of location, as 

argued by some scholars (Cairncross, 2001) as a consequence of globalization and 

digitalization. In fact, globalization and digitalization have facilitated the mobility of several 

typologies of resources, allowing entrepreneurs to access them even though embedded in a 

distant location (Butler et al., 2020; Kalinic & Forza, 2012). Nonetheless, not all the 

typologies of resources can be easily moved. Indeed, some resources are location-specific 

and cannot be moved or replicated elsewhere (Markusen, 1996), being the result of 
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agglomeration economies (Aversa et al., 2021; Markusen, 1996) or local culture and tradition 

(Aoyama, 2009). Additionally, other resources might lose part of their value or may not fit 

with the new environment when moved to a different location (Aversa et al., 2021; Dahl & 

Sorenson, 2012).  

Consequently, the location of the new venture and the resource procurement and 

management processes are strictly related (Sirmon et al., 2011). In fact, in the location 

decision, the new venture should consider the potential benefits and pitfalls of the different 

locations as well as the availability, accessibility, and suitability of resources (Adner, 2017; 

Autio et al., 2014). Effective resource management is crucial during the new venture creation 

process (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Sirmon et al., 2011; Vogel, 2017), as resources, through 

their effective utilization, favor the achievement of competitive advantage and the creation 

of value for customers (Barney, 1991). To successfully navigate the creation process, the 

new ventures are called to effectively manage various resources, such as financial, social, 

human, physical, innovation, and organizational ones (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Sirmon et 

al., 2011). 

 The creation of a new venture is a dynamic process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; 

McMullen & Dimov, 2013) that begins with a business idea and ends when the new venture 

becomes a viable business activity (McMullen & Dimov, 2013) or ceases its existence (Soto-

Simeone et al., 2020). This process starts with the action of the entrepreneurs to search for 

information useful to the creation of the new venture (Katz & Gartner, 1988), and it is 

typically described in three phases: generation, development, and exploitation (Davidsson & 

Gruenhagen, 2021; Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Vogel, 2017). During those phases, the new 

venture undertakes several activities requiring different typologies of resources (Vogel, 

2017) and producing outcomes that can change the expectations about the new venture. 
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Hence, during the creation process, the new venture may potentially face the need to re-

evaluate its resource needs and goals. 

While some studies recognized the possibility for a new venture to relocate during 

the creation process (Butler et al., 2020; Stam, 2007), the extant literature has yet to fully 

consider how emerging necessities and changing goals affect the new venture location 

decision. In fact, existing literature tended to consider the location decision for the new 

venture as a static event, related to the beginning of the entrepreneurial journey (e.g., Butler 

et al., 2020; Dahl & Sorenson, 2012), and consequently overlooking how the different 

contingencies may influence the location decision. By conceptualizing new venture location 

decisions as a dynamic and ongoing process rather than a static event, scholars may offer a 

more nuanced understanding of how this evolves through the different phases of new venture 

creation. Such an approach would allow me to explore how the location decision may be 

affected by the need and availability of resources. In this way, the present study addresses 

another gap in the literature, as prior research often focused on investigating how specific 

typologies of resources, such as social and financial ones (e.g., Butler et al., 2020), affect 

new venture location decisions. However, a comprehensive perspective encompassing 

multiple resources is currently lacking in the extant understanding. Therefore, this work aims 

to contribute to the existing literature by concurrently scrutinizing the role of multiple 

resources in the location decision-making of a new venture throughout the creation process.  

Hence, this study aims to analyze 

requirements and local resource availability and accessibility may influence the strategic 

decision to leave the home region during the various phases of the new venture creation 

process. To the best of my knowledge, this is one of the first papers that, focusing on the new 

venture as the level of analysis, concurrently consider multiple typologies of resources and 

examine each phase of the venture creation process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021). 
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Specifically, I aim at answering the following research questions: how do the resource 

requirements across the different phases of the new venture creation process affect the 

location decision?  

To do so, I conducted a multiple case study following the guidelines proposed by 

Voss (2010) and Barratt et al. (2011). Actually, this methodology helps to develop a rich 

understanding of complex phenomena and to define the variables affecting the phenomena, 

as well as explain their relationship (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). I conducted semi-

structured interviews with 11 entrepreneurs who have (re-)located their new ventures during 

the creation process. The analysis provides a framework showing the typologies of resources 

(physical, financial, human, social, innovation, and organizational) that influence the 

decision to leave of the new ventures in the different stages of the creation process 

(generation, development, exploitation).  

This study provides implications for various streams of research within the 

entrepreneurship, regional studies, and resource management literature. In particular, this 

investigation advances the understanding of the entrepreneurial decision-making process 

(Butler et al., 2020) by digging deeper into the elements and beliefs that entrepreneurs 

consider relevant during the creation process of new ventures. This research also sheds light 

on how entrepreneurs assess the value of resources during different phases of the venture 

creation process, enriching our understanding of the resources that are deemed valuable for 

gaining a competitive advantage (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Sirmon et al., 2011) and the 

different dynamics of the management of those resources (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; 

Shepherd et al., 2021). 

This study also provides valuable insights for regional studies by emphasizing the 

regional perspective in relation to the new ventures
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investigating how the regional stock of resources affects the location decisions of new 

ventures (Spigel, 2017). I show how the stickiness and munificence of resources in a location 

influence the significance of a resource perceived by new ventures.  Furthermore, I explore 

how new ventures cope with the lack of critical resources in their location, which adds to the 

resources management theory.  

The practical implications of this work are twofold. For entrepreneurs, the study 

offers a framework that facilitates the understanding of the importance of the various 

typologies of resources. Entrepreneurs can use this framework to identify which resources 

are critical in each phase of the venture creation process and which resources can trigger the 

decision to move the new venture to a different location. This can help entrepreneurs to 

optimize their resource management strategies and make informed decisions about the 

location of their new ventures. By showing the importance of resources for new ventures 

during the different phases of creation, the study offers suggestions to policymakers on how 

to support new ventures in different phases of creation. For instance, policymakers can tailor 

strategies that aim to offer the resources that are important for a new venture in the phases 

that are most needed. This can help regions retain new ventures and prevent them from 

moving to other regions as well as attract new entrepreneurs. 

 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

2.1. New Ventures Creation 

The goal of this work is to understand the decision of a new venture to leave their 

home region during the creation process. It is important, therefore, to introduce how the 

literature has theorized the creation of the new ventures to gain insights into the different 

elements that characterize the process and how they can frame the location decision.     
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The new venture creation process starts with the intention of the entrepreneurs to 

transform a business idea into a viable business activity (Bird, 1988; Davidsson & 

Gruenhagen, 2021). The goal of this process is to achieve financial capability and have a 

stable position in the market, which is considered a successful completion of the creation 

process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; Newbert, 2005). Throughout the creation process, 

a new venture undergoes several activities (Vogel, 2017) that the literature grouped into three 

main phases: generation, development, and exploitation of a business opportunity 

(Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Paschen, 2017; Picken, 2017; 

Vogel, 2017). The activities, forming the different phases, may require specific resources 

of the new venture. 

 

Generation 

During the generation phase, the business opportunity is still far from being mature, 

with only a vague vision and a few elements of the business already defined (Vogel, 2017) 

(Brush et al., 2001). The generation phase starts 

with the entrepreneurial actions aiming to better define the business idea (Bird, 1988), by 

searching for the information and resources that would be helpful to evaluate its potential 

(Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021), and validate the business concept (Paschen, 2017). During this 

phase, the resources that characterize the new ventures are mainly owned by the 

entrepreneurs (Aspelund et al., 2005). The activities in this phase usually require limited 

financial assets (Bakker & Shepherd, 2017; Von Briel et al., 2018).  
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Development 

Starting from the elements identified in the generation phase, the entrepreneur shapes 

the business opportunity through an iterative process of experimentation and assessment 

(Vogel, 2017). The outcomes of the development phase support the assessment of the overall 

viability of the new venture (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). Hence, it represents a checkpoint for 

(Vogel, 2017), perform 

further tests (Chen, 2021; Cohen et al., 2019), pivot (Kirtley & O'Mahony, 2020), or stop the 

creation process  (Vogel, 2017).  In the development phase, new elements of the business 

such as customer segment, activities to create value, and partners are defined (Vogel, 2017), 

making clearer the bundle of resources required to realize the vision of the new ventures 

(Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

 

Exploitation 

Once entrepreneurs are satisfied with the elements of the business defined in the 

development phase, the exploitation phase begins (Vogel, 2017). At this point, the elements 

characterizing the business of the new venture are defined (Vogel, 2017). Accordingly, the 

new venture implements effective, large-scale operations to produce and market the goods 

or services (Choi et al., 2008) and capture value (Eisenmann, 2021; Furr & Ahlstrom, 2011). 

These activities require the mobilization of a high quantity of resources (Marcon & Ribeiro, 

2021). The aims of this phase are to create a strong customer base, enter and expand the 

presence in the market, and grow the organizational structure (Picken, 2017) to increase sales 

and become profitable (Paschen, 2017). 

Throughout the different phases, the new venture faces different needs which require 

different activities, thus modifying the significance of those resources for the creation 

process. Understanding which, how and where to access resources is crucial since they are 
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necessary to create value (Baumol, 2010; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Shane, 2003) and 

to increase the likelihood of success of a venture (Sirmon et al., 2011). In the next section, I 

will present the resource management framework adopted in this work.  

 

2.2. Resource Management 

Marcon and Ribeiro (2021) proposed a framework that classifies the resources 

required during the new venture creation process into human, social, financial, 

organizational, innovation, and physical. Specifically, human resources relate to the 

knowledge and skills of the people working in the new venture, in the form of experiences, 

training, and expertize (Barney, 1991). Social resources are the set of relationships 

established by the new venture with external entities (Ireland et al., 2003). Financial 

resources refer to the monetary assets necessary to implement strategies and acquire further 

resources (Ireland et al., 2003)

in the form of business and management knowledge, are grouped as organizational resources 

(Barney, 1991; Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). Innovation resources are all the routines, practices, 

and policies needed for the development or improvement of products, processes, and services 

(Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). Finally, physical resources represent physical assets such as 

plants, tools, and equipment (Barney, 1991). The relevance of resources varies according to 

(Lichtenstein & Brush, 2001), and as 

discussed above, may change in every phase (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). 

At the inception of the creation process, a new venture does not possess the resources 

resources (Aspelund et al., 2005). Therefore, it needs to access external resources (Marcon 

& Ribeiro, 2021), by interacting with the environmental and social context to access the 
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resources it needs (Spigel, 2017). The value and cost of a resource depend also on its 

availability. For instance, the more a resource is available, the less the competition to access 

that resource, which in turn lowers its costs (Desa & Basu, 2013; Klein, 1990). However, 

this is not the only element that influences the relevance of resources. In fact, resources can 

be idiosyncratic to a place, meaning that they are accessible only in the place where they are 

located (Aversa et al., 2021) 

in the resource management process because the new venture can access those resources only 

by being located in proximity. If not possible, the new venture has to access different 

resources. The availability and accessibility characterize the intrinsic value of a resource that 

plays an important role in the choice of location. To determine which resources to acquire 

and how and where to access them, the new ventures have to balance the trade-off between 

the costs associated with resource acquisition and its value (Drejer et al., 2022). This trade-

off also involves the expected benefits that the resources may offer in the new venture's 

creation process. However, in the location decision literature, the role of the resources has 

received little attention, as it will be discussed in the next section.  

 

2.3. Location Decision 

While the extant literature has investigated the role of resources in the decision and 

creation of new ventures in the home region (e.g., Dahl & Sorenson, 2009; Dahl & Sorenson, 

2012; Michelacci & Silva, 2007), few studies have scrutinized the role of the resources in 

the location decision of new ventures (e.g., Butler et al., 2020). The studies focusing on the 

decision to locate home  found that new ventures place great value in being embedded in a 

familiar regional context (Dahl & Sorenson, 2009; Dahl & Sorenson, 2012) since they can 

access easily local resources. In fact, new ventures access tacit information about the local 

needs, problems and demands that helps to have a better sense of the opportunities within 
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the local market (Jack & Anderson, 2002). Furthermore, being embedded in the social 

network in the region facilitates access to resources such as financial resources from local 

investors, hire human capital, leverage local specific competence (Asheim & Isaksen, 2002), 

and further increase their social resources (Dahl & Sorenson, 2009; Dahl & Sorenson, 2012; 

Sorenson, 2018). 

Investigating the decision to move the new ventures to different locations, Butler et 

al. (2020), focused on the influence of social and financial resources. From their research, it 

emerges that new ventures tend to relocate where they have a social network with higher 

density. Furthermore, the number of investment rounds raised within a region attracts new 

ventures because it represents a signal of more funding opportunities (Butler et al., 2020).  

The entrepreneurial ecosystem stream of literature describing the regional elements 

that favor the creation and attraction of new ventures (Cavallo et al., 2019; Roundy & Fayard, 

2019; Spigel, 2017; Stam, 2015; Steigertahl & Mauer, 2021) might provide insight in the 

-

(Stam, 2015) and do not investigate how a new venture exploits the ecosystem (Sternberg, 

2022) thus overlooking the new venture agency in the resources management and interaction 

with the ecosystem. Accordingly, this work puts the new venture as the center of analysis, 

providing another approach to the entrepreneurial ecosystem by investigating how the new 

venture decides how and where to access resources and eventually, where to locale.  

Finally, some studies suggested that a new venture locating in a different location 

tends to face costs related to travel and transportation (Zaheer, 1995), information and search 

(Drejer et al., 2022), establishment of new relationships and legitimacy gaining (Zaheer, 

1995). Finally, new ventures moving to locations with different cultures, laws, and 
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regulations may experience drawbacks and difficulties in adjusting to the new environment 

(Zaheer, 1995).  

All those studies have investigated the location decision as a static event that can 

occur only at the inception of the new venture creation, despite recognizing that new ventures 

can move during other phases of the creation process (Butler et al., 2020). However, as 

previously discussed, the value of resources changes along the process, and this may affect 

the location decision during the creation process. 

 Accordingly, this gap motivates me to perform a study that, focusing on new 

ventures, investigates why and when a new venture decides to move to another location 

during the creation process.  

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
We carried out a multiple case study following the recommendations of Voss (2010) 

and Barratt et al. (2011). This method helps to identify the variables and characteristics of 

the phenomenon under investigation, as well as explain how they relate, making it 

particularly effective for building a deep understanding of complicated phenomena 

(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007)

that govern a phenomenon (Yin, 2009). Finally, the qualitative method allows for a more 

thorough investigation of the subject and efficient theory development (Eisenhardt & 

Graebner, 2007). For all those reasons, the case study fits the objectives of this study which 

is to build a theory about the drivers of the new venture's decision to leave. The research 

design is split into three parts in the paragraphs that follow: data sampling, data collection, 

and data analysis. 
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3.1.Data Sampling 
 

The sample selection aimed to identify cases of ventures that have moved during their 

creation process. I selected only ventures that moved from a developed country to another 

developed country since the resources that a new venture can access in developing countries 

are scarce compared to those in developed ones (Dencker et al., 2021). The search for 

relevant cases for this analysis started by looking for the alumni of incubators and 

accelerators. I chose organizations with international recognition operating in the US and 

Europe due to their similar economic system, allowing for homogeneity in the starting 

condition (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021), all the while exhibiting unique points of 

distinction. In particular, I selected incubators and accelerators operating in the ecosystems 

that were among the top ranked in the Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking 2021 (Startup 

Genome, 2021). For each country, I selected the highest-ranked ecosystem to maintain 

balance across the different countries. Finally, to have a heterogeneous sample of new 

ventures in terms of industries, I chose only incubators and accelerators that have a cross-

industry scope. For every venture in the alumni section, information about headquarters and 

founders was collected through LinkedIn and Crunchbase. Then, for every founder, their 

origins and past residences were checked by looking for their experience and education 

sections on LinkedIn. The criteria to consider if a venture has moved during the creation 

process was that none of the founders had lived for more than two years in the new location 

before the foundation of the new venture. In this way, I can reasonably assume that the choice 

I further 

expanded the sample through governmental reports describing cases of new ventures that 

moved during the creation process (e.g., Testa et al., 2022, Mind The Bridge). After 

identifying an initial sample of new ventures that decided to move during the creation 

process, I forwarded to them an invitation to take part in a semi-structured interview. A 
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questionnaire was sent to the ventures that agreed to participate, to control if the decision to 

move was related to personal reasons of the founders or related to the new venture. 

Furthermore, I selected only new ventures that moved within five years since most studies 

considered five years as the critical period in which new ventures may survive this time span 

(Shane, 2009; Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). The final sample was formed by 11 ventures 

(Table 3). Among those, three moved during the generation phase, four during the 

development phase, two during the exploitation phase, one moved two times during 

generation and development, and one moved three times during all the different phases. 

Startup Description Home 

Location 

Phase New Location 

Case A Energy startup that 
develops thermochemical 
energy storage technology 
for natural gas power plant 
operators. 

Michigan, US Development California, US 

Case B A startup that operates as a 
platform connecting 
companies with a global 
network of co-working 
spaces to enable remote 
working in professional 
workplaces. 

Italy Generation Germany 

Case C Artificial Intelligence 
startup that offers a platform 
where is possible to create 
videos from text using 
artificial intelligence 
technology.  

Hungary Generation 

Development 

Exploitation 

Denmark 

Germany 

UK 

Case D A startup that operates in 
market research by 
providing a business 
intelligence tool to collect, 
organize and analyze 
competitors.  

Spain Exploitation California, US 

Case E A market research startup 
that offers solutions to 
measure and improve 
digital experiences.  

Spain Development California, US 
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Case F An Edtech startup that 
offers a tool for the 
collection of references and 
creation of citations, 
reference lists, and 
bibliographies in electronic 
documents.  

Sweden Generation 

Development 

UK 

Sweden 

Case G A renewable energy startup 
that realizes machines for 
carbon capture from the 
atmosphere, while 
producing clean drinking 
water. 

UK Development Hawaii, US 

Case H An environmental 
engineering company that 
uses biochar made from 
plant waste for carbon 
removal. 

UK, Spain Generation Sweden 

Case I A startup that provides an 
autonomous robotic system 
to repel wildlife from 
cultivated lands. 

Italy Generation Sweden 

Case J A software startup that 
builds and manages cloud 
infrastructures by 
centralizing and 
standardizing the 
infrastructure construction. 

French Exploitation California, US 

Case K An information technology 
startup that provides 
software that operates as a 
voice assistant for deskless 
workers to remotely control 
any software system with 
voice. 

Italy Development California, US 

Table 3. Sample List  

 

 

3.2. Data Collection 
 

The data collection process was based on primary and secondary data to triangulate 

information to reduce bias and ensure robustness and validity (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009). 

Before the interviews, preliminary information related to the venture and interviewers was 

retrieved through the use of an online questionnaire. Afterwards, the interviews with the 

founders of the new ventures included in the sample were conducted online using video 
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conferencing software (i.e., Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Google Meet) and recorded for 

transcription purposes. The interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. The interviews 

aimed to gather insights into the process of venture creation, determine at which stages the 

new venture moved, identify the bundle of resources internally owned and the resources the 

new ventures access externally, and determine which resources influence the decision to 

move. 

Finally, the secondary data used to complement and validate the primary data were 

collected from pitches, newspapers, reports, videos, and podcasts as well as official 

 

 

3.3. Data Analysis 

The data analysis strategy comprises three phases: pre-analysis, content analysis, and 

treatment and interpretation of data, to allow a coherent description of the phenomenon 

(Bardin, 1977). The pre-analysis phase consisted of the discussion of the notes and the 

transcription of each case to check for the completeness of the information necessary for this 

research and to draft a report describing each case. In the content analysis, I clustered the 

resources according to their type (financial, social, human, physical, and organizational), 

their extent of stickiness, and the value they have for the new venture (low, medium, high). 

Finally, in the treatment and interpretation, I confronted the different cases through a cross-

analysis to identify elements in common and divergences. This allowed me to develop the 

propositions.  
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4. RESULTS 
 

4.1. Generation 

The generation phase represents the beginning of the creation process and it is 

triggered by the decision of the entrepreneurs to act on the business idea (Davidsson & 

Gruenhagen, 2021; Vogel, 2017). The new location can trigger the decision to act on the 

We would never 

pushed us to believe in our idea and start to act on it  

The financial resources were important in their decision to start in a different location, 

Here [in Sweden] we have the funds, here we can 

them, actually we did, but were 10 times less than here in Sweden

new ventures in the sample reported that accessing governmental grants was one of the 

reasons that pushed them to start their activities in the new location. They reported that those 

funds were usually non-repayable or interest-free loans that reduced or eliminated the need 

for the founders to use their own savings. Furthermore, governmental grants were accessible 

even though the business idea was still not yet fully developed. The new ventures reported 

that to access those grants, they must be established and incorporated in the same location of 

F reconsidered its decision to move to the UK due to the difficulties in finding governmental 

grants and moved to Sweden where they could access those grants.  The facility to set up a 

new business was another element considered important for the location decision. For 

place where 

there was easy bureaucracy to set up a new business

is the alignment between government and 
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Finally, case B decided to not start the creation process 

in their country since they felt Italy did not have the right policies that sustain 

entrepreneurship. Innovation resources were considered crucial for a new venture in the 

decision to leave. Further We had the feeling that the customers in 

Sweden have a culture that was more open to innovative solutions

work closely with the customers and start to collect information useful to understand the 

potential of their venture. The innovation resources required in this phase are embedded in 

the culture and the institution of a place, which makes them idiosyncratic to the location.  

The new ventures in the sample reported that being at the beginning of their 

experience as founders of new ventures, they could rely only on their own knowledge and 

organization resources which they felt to be not enough for starting the creation process. 

Hence, they relied on incubators and accelerators to retrieve those resources. Case B 

considered several incubators from different countries and chose the one that offered the 

programs that best fit their needs. Knowledge and organization resources might be 

considered portable since incubators also offer remote service and support, and these 

possibilities increase with COVID-19. However, the human connection with organizational 

resources owners is considered very important by the new ventures since it allows faster and 

direct access to those resources as reported by cases B and I. The importance of 

organizational resources is evident also in case C, which being unsatisfied with the quality 

of the organizational resources available in Denmark, decided to move to Germany. 

From the analysis of the cases, it emerged that human resources did not influence the 

decision to leave. This is due to the type of activities carried out in this phase, which aim to 

validate the business and hence require low financial assets. Only case I hired local 

employees for a short period, but they reported that this did not influence their location 
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decision. Similarly, the physical resources were not mentioned as important in the location 

decision. 

Finally, case B gave attention to the availability of social resources during the 

location decision, looking for an environment that promotes social events that allow the new 

venture to promote itself. However, cases C and I, while considering the importance of the 

social resources in the creation process, did not include them as one of the main drivers for 

the location decision since those resources were not sticky to the location.  

Overall, in the generation phase, the possibility to access financial, organizational, 

and innovation resources had high relevance in the location decision, while social resources 

were partially important due to the fact that both strong ties, which they have in their home 

region, and dense network, which might be found in a new location, bring advantages to the 

new venture, thus making the social resources less important in the location decision. Finally, 

no relevance in the location decision was found for human and physical resources, since the 

new venture is, at this point, still a newborn structure that does not need skilled employees 

or particular tools or equipment.   

Proposition 1a. In the generation phase, financial, organizational, and innovation 

resources have a high influence on the location decision. 

 Proposition 1b. In the generation phase, social resources have a medium influence 

on the location decision. 

Proposition 1C. In the generation phase, human and physical resources have low 

influence in the location decision. 
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4.2.Development 

Once a new venture validates the idea during the generation phase, it moves into the 

development phase. In this phase, the new venture starts to develop products or services 

(Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

The interviews showed that the new ventures in the sample started to look for private 

funds that might provide more financial resources during the development phase. Those 

funds were provided by private investors such as venture capital or business angels who did 

not include the condition of being closely located as mandatory in the investment. In fact, 

case A received an investment from venture capital from San Francisco on their decision to 

It was our decision even [if] they proposed us to move, but it was 

our decision

development phase are less sticky than in generation one, thus reducing their influence on 

the decision to leave.  

In the development phase, the new venture starts R&D activities to develop the 

product or service. Cases A and E reported how important was to be closer to customers 

familiar with innovation that are ready to collaborate. The culture of the customers toward 

innovation helped the new ventures to test the business opportunity. As reported by case E, 

they changed how the business opportunity was delivered to the market, moving from an on-

premises business to a software-as-a-service (SaaS) as a result of the proximity to customers 

with an open mind. This showed the importance in the development phase of the innovation 

resources for testing and refining the business opportunity. Furthermore, other elements of 

innovation resources such as the entrepreneurial culture were considered important since it 

allows them to meet other entrepreneurs who share their experience about the creation 

process. In fact, case D said: 
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only being there. Before moving we were attracted to the entrepreneurial culture, but we 

This highlights the fact that those resources, being sticky, 

highly influence the decision for the new ventures to move.  

The entrepreneurial culture also affects the availability of organizational resources as 

You have a culture of entrepreneurship. You have resources that are 

not just money or capital, but also knowledge. You have a ton of advisors. People who have 

already made it, and can advise you on how to scale. You know lots of management 

expertize

the high availability of innovation resources, reduced the importance of organizational 

resources. Furthermore, venture capitalists investing in new ventures often provides business 

and organizational competences that reduce the necessity of new ventures to search for them. 

The importance of the organizational resources in the location decision in the development 

phase is connected to other resources (i.e., innovation and financial), thus having a limited 

influence. 

In the development phase, the new venture starts to think strategically in the long run 

as reported by case A: 

in two or three years. So, we were looking to a place where you can find talents, or it was 

. Similarly, case G explaining why they decided to go to the new 

They had existing infrastructure we could plug onto that saved us a . The 

importance of the infrastructure was then reaffirmed when discussing the different locations 

considered . This shows 

how, in this phase, the importance of human and physical resources increases. However, 

other cases in the sample decide to adopt different strategies for human capital, such as 
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keeping part of the activities in the home country while moving the headquarter and the rest 

of the activities to the new location (cases E, F, and K), or accessing them remotely (case C).   

In the development phase, more elements of the business model are defined, such as 

customers and partnerships necessary to access resources and capabilities (Vogel, 2017). For 

the new ventures was important to have a social network on which they could rely and bring 

Time is key for us

to move already had a network in the new location, as in case E, or could rely on the network 

You go there [in San Francisco] and choose 

the venture capital, but not only for the money, but also for the link and connection that they 

bring

to Germany for the development phase, realized that the network they had in Germany was 

too small, and therefore decided to move back to Hungary where they can rely on a stronger 

network. Similarly, case B reported that the network in the home region was another reason 

that led them to go back. Finally, case F decided to go back to Sweden where they could rely 

on a social network with stronger ties.  

In conclusion, the development phase represents a turning point for the creation 

process. In fact, in the development phase, the new venture typically is endowed with enough 

information to decide if proceeding with the exploitation of the business opportunity or 

terminating the process (Vogel, 2017). The geographical proximity with innovation 

resources supports the new ventures in developing the business opportunity by a process of 

testing and feedback, thus influencing their decision to move into a supportive environment. 

Financial resources, compared to the previous phase, are less sticky to a location, allowing 

the new venture to access those even without moving to a location, thus having a limited 

influence on the decision to move. Organizational resources are strictly related to financial 

ones, as a consequence of the investments of private entities that provide business 
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knowledge, and of the entrepreneurial culture of a region that creates an environment where 

business and organizational knowledge are easily accessible.  Finally, being human and 

physical resources accessible by using different strategies, their influence on the location 

decision is partial.  

Proposition 2a. In the development phase, innovation resources have a high influence 

on the location decision. 

 Proposition 2b. In the development phase, financial, social, organizational, human, 

and physical resources have a medium influence on the location decision. 

 

4.3.Exploitation 
 

In the exploitation phase, the new ventures have the goal to scale and increase their 

sales to reach business viability (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021).  

At this point, the need for financial resources increases exponentially (Marcon & 

Ribeiro, 2021). Due to the bigger amount of money involved in this phase, new ventures feel 

that being closer to potential investors facilitates access to funds since direct contact fosters 

communication and trust. As reported by case D: 

this fund to build something that big, you have to go there. But to do so, you need to be an 

 This shows also that the 

financial resources in this phase have a higher degree of stickiness since the investors prefer 

to operate with the rules, laws, and standards of their country.    

In the exploitation phase, the new venture has a product that is already developed and 

ready for the market and needs to refine the solution and scale (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). 

Easiness to access 
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tech startups, especially deep tech, and innovative ones

composed of early adopters that is more willing to accept an innovation is considered 

important in the location decision.  Another element that motivates the new ventures to move 

is related to the innovation policy in the new location. Case D for instance stressed the 

importance of bureaucracy in the US that helped them to save time and concentrate on scaling 

the new venture. The same founder also stresses the importance of American regulation to 

protect the interest of founders and investors, favoring the collaborations between the two 

actors and facilitating the integration of new members, that bring organizational resources. 

New ventures reported that, while looking for funds, they take into consideration also the 

organizational resources that venture capital could bring. 

Furthermore, new ventures looked for skilled human resources to increase their sales. 

For instance, entrepreneurs of case D said that, after they entered the US market, they felt 

the necessity to move and find employees who knew better that market. Also, some locations 

attract a pool of skilled workers that new ventures consider as an important asset to gain 

competitive advantage. However, similarly to the development phase, human resources are 

not sticky to a territory and can be easily accessed, limiting their influence on the location 

decision. For example, cases D and J kept part of their engineering team in their home region.  

None of the cases in the sample considered the physical resources important in this 

phase of creation. 

The social resources in this phase must facilitate the diffusion and scaling of the new 

ventures (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). Unlike what happened in the development phase, the 

new venture looks for a high density network. The network structure is something 
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idiosyncratic to a place, therefore pushing a new venture to move to a place where a denser 

network is already available or easy to create. 

Due to the higher volume of resources needed, a location with the availability of 

social resources assumes high relevance in the decision of location. Furthermore, exploiting 

the business opportunity requires the new venture to undertake activities that aim to scale 

their operation which are costly and require a high amount of funds. Innovation resources 

are critical in the exploitation phase because help the new venture to gain market share. The 

organizational resources are subordinated to the financial ones due to the role that venture 

capitalists assume in the new venture after the investments. Human resources bring skills and 

talent to the new venture, which might also be accessed remotely with different strategies, 

thus limiting their influence. Finally, physical resources do not appear to influence the 

decision. 

Proposition 3a. In the exploitation phase, innovation, financial and social resources 

have a high influence on the location decision. 

 Proposition 3b. In the exploitation phase, organizational, and human resources have 

a medium influence on the location decision. 

Proposition 3C. In the exploitation phase, physical resources have a low influence 

on the location decision. 

 

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

and establish elsewhere during their creation process. In particular, the findings provide 

insights into the role of different types of resources in the location decision. Building on the 
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framework presented by Marcon and Ribeiro (2021), this work considered a set of six 

different types of resources, namely financial, innovation, organizational, human, physical, 

and social and investigated the role of each resource by looking at each phase of the creation 

process. Accordingly, I offer a dynamic view of the location decision.  

In the generation phase, the financial resources of new ventures are represented by 

-called FFF (family, 

friends, and fools) or governmental grants (Hellmann, 2007). These financial resources 

support the cost of starting up. Therefore, new ventures may move to a new location attracted 

by governmental grants. In this phase, the risk and uncertainty around the new venture are 

very high, since the business idea is in a preliminary stage and not yet validated by the market 

(Vogel, 2017). Governmental investments are often provided as non-repayable grants or 

interest-

those new ventures that still have to validate their business idea. The availability of 

innovative resources represents another factor that motivates the reason to leave, being they 

the results of national or regional policies that are specific to a location. Those resources may 

facilitate the creation of a new venture and provide the routines necessary to set up the new 

entity (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021). Innovative resources tend to be sticky, therefore they may 

push new ventures to relocate to access them. In the generation phase, entrepreneurs might 

have low business knowledge since they are at the beginning of their entrepreneurial journey 

(Lee & Kim, 2022). This knowledge is usually bundled into the organizational resources and 

may help the new venture to understand the potential of the business opportunity (Marcon & 

Ribeiro, 2021). New ventures access organizational resources through incubators and 

accelerators. Having direct contact with the providers of those resources is considered 

important by new ventures that, consequently, may decide to locate close to them. In the 

generation phase, the human resources did not need to be highly skilled since the new venture 
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is defining the basic elements of the future business (Vogel, 2017) and the activities carried 

out are usually low budget (Shepherd et al., 2021). As a consequence, human resources do 

not influence the decision to leave in the generation phase. In a similar vein, physical 

resources are not important for the activities carried out in this phase, having no role in the 

location decision. Finally, in this phase, there are defined only a few elements of the business 

and it is still unclear the relationship needed for the successful creation of the new venture 

(Vogel, 2017). The role of social resources in the decision to move is secondary since they 

are still unsure of which kind of actors are important to include in their network. 

In the development phase, the interaction with the market allows the new ventures to 

access innovative resources by enabling cycles of tests and feedback that help the 

development of the business opportunity. This is considered crucial because they offer 

important insight into the viability of the products or services. Being closer to the market, 

and consequently to innovative resources, makes the interaction with the customers faster 

and easier and allows for timely adjustment to the business opportunity. Therefore, the new 

ventures are aware of the bundle resources required to create and capture value. To access 

those resources, the new ventures need to rely on a social network with strong ties. In line 

with the evidence found by Butler et al. (2020), this work shows that new ventures relocate 

if a network is already established in the new location. The amount of money raised by the 

new venture in the development phase is higher than the one in the generation phase. The 

funders change in this phase, being represented by private entities such as venture capitalists 

and business angels. Venture capitalists can decide to invest in new ventures that are not 

closely located (Schertler & Tykvová, 2011). This allows new ventures to access financial 

resources remotely, thus limiting the importance of financial resources in the decision to 

leave. Venture capitalists provide not only financial resources but also organizational 

resources (Zider, 1998). The relevance of organizational resources is subordinate to the 
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financial ones, thus lowering their influence on the decision to leave. In the development 

phase, a new venture starts to plan the technological development of the product or service 

(Vogel, 2017), which requires skilled human resources and infrastructures that are functional 

to the business (Bhave, 1994). This long-term strategy increases the importance of physical 

and human resources in the creation process. However, being those resources remotely 

accessible or mobile, their influence in the decision to leave is limited.  

Finally, in the exploitation phase, the new ventures have to manage more resources 

since in this phase they need to expand their operation to become profitable (Paschen, 2017). 

The high amount of funds involved in this phase pushes venture capitalists to invest in new 

ventures that are located in the same region and thus operate under the same standards and 

rules. The financial resources are sticky and lead new ventures to move if they want to access 

those funds. Venture capitalists bring organizational resources that are important for the new 

ventures to exploit their products on the market. Similarly to what happened in the 

development phase, the organizational resources are tied to the financial resources, thus 

having a limited influence on the location decision. The new ventures need to increase their 

market share and sales (Paschen, 2017), so they move to locations with a market that is more 

receptive and accepts new entrants. This makes the innovative resources important for the 

decision to leave, since the closeness to the market, similar to what happens in the 

development phase, helps the new ventures to respond faster and more accurately to the 

market needs. Along with the growing need for additional resources, new ventures may look 

for a location where social resources are abundant since a dense social network facilitates 

their retrieval (Butler et al., 2020). Investments in physical resources are usually made in the 

development phase since in that phase the new venture understands the instruments and tools 

necessary and decides which strategy to follow to access them. This leads physical resources 

to have a low influence on the decision to leave. Differently, human resources have a medium 
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influence on the decision to leave, since more skilled personnel might help to scale the 

operations, but they can be accessed with different strategies. Figure 1 summarizes the 

relevance of each resource in the location decision during every phase of the creation process.

Figure 1 Relevance of Resources for Location Decision

5.1.Theoretical Contributions

The study provides theoretical contributions to the entrepreneurial, regional studies, 

and resource management streams of literature. First, this work sheds light on entrepreneurial 

decision-making (Butler et al., 2020), by showing the mechanisms influencing the 

entrepreneurial judgment when deciding where to locate the new venture during its creation 

process. In particular, this study describes how the location decision is affected by the 

necessity of accessing specific resources. Moreover, this work extends the comprehension 

of the new venture creation process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; Shepherd et al., 2021), 

by offering a dynamic perspective of the location decision process. Actually, the findings 

show that the resources involved in the creation process have an influence on the location 
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decision that evolves during the three phases characterizing the creation process, according 

to the actual needs of the new venture.  

This study also contributes to the regional studies literature by showing how the 

regional endowment of resources may attract or dissuade new ventures to locate in a region. 

The contribution emphasizes how a new venture makes use of the resources available in an 

entrepreneurial ecosystem, offering a bottom-up view of the ecosystem that contrasts the 

-  

Finally, this study advances the understanding of resource management processes, by 

showing how the relevance of the different resources influences the strategies implemented 

by a new venture to manage those resources. Furthermore, by describing the significance of 

resources in the location decision, this research identifies which resources are perceived as 

valuable for gaining a competitive advantage (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Sirmon et al., 2011).  

 

5.2.Practical Implications 

The findings allow to provide practical implications for both entrepreneurs and 

policymakers. Entrepreneurs can use the framework developed in this work to identify the 

most relevant resources in each phase of new venture creation and understand the costs and 

benefits of accessing resources remotely or by deciding to relocate their business. In this 

way, while scanning new locations, entrepreneurs may look for a set of specific resources 

and decide how and where to access the resources they need.  

Policymakers, on the other hand, may change their perspective on the policy 

implemented to stimulate the establishment of new ventures. This work, by using the new 

venture as the level of analysis, offers a framework that identifies the importance of the 

resources and their attractiveness during the phases characterizing the venture creation 
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process. Hence, policymakers can develop policies addressing the specific resource needs of 

new ventures, according to the phase they are in. This may limit the drain of new ventures 

while attracting new ventures from other locations. 

 

5.3.Limitations and Further Development 

This work is, of course, not exempt from limitations that may pave the way for further 

research. I aimed at selecting and analyzing a broad and heterogeneous sample of cases to 

allow the generalization of the results. However, the sample includes more ventures 

belonging to the service industries rather than ventures belonging to the goods industries. 

Thus, the sample selection may have led to overlooking factors that are more relevant in the 

service industries (e.g., human capital) in comparison with the manufacturing industry (e.g., 

infrastructures). Hence, future investigations may analyze how the location decision is 

affected by the features of specific industries. Furthermore, the cases were selected on the 

basis of the lists of alumni of incubators and accelerators, which may be deemed as resource 

providers and consequently generate bias in the role of incubators and accelerators and their 

resources in the location decision. Future studies can apply different techniques for sampling 

the cases.   

This study also paved the way for other investigations. The research showed that the 

new venture must access some resources locally while others can be accessed remotely from 

different locations. The new venture can potentially construct a global network of resource 

providers. Future studies can investigate how the new ventures construct this network and 

how it influences resource management. Finally, COVID-19 has started a new trend in 

entrepreneurship, where new ventures are founded by teams of entrepreneurs who may 

decide to work in different places. Further investigations into team formation and 
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cooperation dynamics may focus on how the interaction among entrepreneurs and employees 

working in different locations may influence the new venture creation process.    
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CONCLUSION 
The aim of the thesis is to increase our knowledge of the relationship between the 

regional context and the creation of new ventures. The creation of a new venture is a process 

that starts with the action of entrepreneurs on a business idea with the goal of becoming a 

viable business entity (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021). Through the process, the new 

ventures interact with the external environment, influencing and being influenced by the 

regional context (Autio et al., 2014; Spigel, 2017). Given the importance of new ventures in 

the economic and social development and welfare of a region (Gu & Qian, 2019; Xu et al., 

2021), I identified regional elements that may support the creation of new ventures. The 

regional context comprises elements that are idiosyncratic and sticky to the location 

(Aoyama, 2009; Aversa et al., 2021) that being accessible only with  

provide peculiar contributions to the creation of the new ventures. Moreover, the significance 

of the region's impact depends on the specific phase of the venture creation process. In 

alignment with literature that divides the process into three phases (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021), 

I investigate how regional factors vary their influence on new ventures according to the phase 

of new venture creation. This was done through three studies that generated the three chapters 

of this thesis. In the first chapter, through a single case study on Astroscale, I described how 

a peculiar element of a region such as the RL (Aoyama, 2009) supports new ventures to 

overcome the risks related to the lack of legitimacy and liability of newness, thus increasing 

their likelihood of survival (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). Following, in the second chapter, I 

conducted a multiple case study to study how the knowledge developed by individuals 

working in an anchor firm supports the creation of new ventures in the aftermath of the 

 Finally, in the third and last chapter, through a qualitative study on new 

ventures that have moved during the creation process, I shed light on the location decision 
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of the new ventures, focusing on the influence of resources on the decision of new ventures 

to leave during the different phases of creation.  

In particular, in the first chapter, by analyzing the case of Astroscale, I examined the 

mechanisms used to reduce the risks that hinder the likelihood of the new survival. 

I found that the RL supports radically-INVs both in increasing the legitimacy and reducing 

the liability of newness, showing the critical role that the RL 

process. With this study, I aimed to make several contributions. Firstly, this work contributes 

to entrepreneurship literature by examining new ventures' mechanisms and strategies to gain 

legitimacy (Kuratko et al., 2017; Navis & Glynn, 2011; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). 

Specifically, it analyzes how a region's culture and tradition can be leveraged to support 

manipulation and narrative strategies aimed at acquiring legitimacy. Existing literature has 

highlighted the importance of manipulation strategies (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002) and when 

to employ such strategies (Kuratko et al., 2017). This study adds insights that explain how 

elements of the regional legacy can be leveraged to facilitate the acceptance of the new value 

proposition. Secondly, this study provides new elements that support new ventures in 

reducing the liability of newness. In particular, it describes how the RL allows new ventures 

to identify and access resources in their proximity by leveraging the industrial tradition. In 

this way, the study contributes to the entrepreneurship literature and, in particular, to those 

scholars who investigate the liability of newness and continually seek strategies and 

mechanisms to overcome this liability (Soto-Simeone et al., 2020). Third, building on the 

call for deeper exploration of the role of culture in entrepreneurship by Cornelissen et al. 

(2017), this study enhances our understanding of how culture, in the form of RL, can 

contribute to the creation of new ventures, and in particular to those that are characterized by 

the highest degree of innovation. Lastly, by focusing on radically-INVs, this work provides 

deeper insights into the dynamics behind the survival of this specific typology of new 
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ventures. Entrepreneurship literature has often treated INVs as a homogenous category of 

ventures (Cliff et al., 2006; Koellinger, 2008), without making distinctions within this broad 

group based on their degree of innovation. This study, concentrating on the specific typology 

of radically-INVs, describes the distinct features and dynamics that define them (Samuelsson 

& Davidsson, 2009). From a practical standpoint, this work presents potential benefits for 

entrepreneurs and policymakers by illustrating how certain contextual attributes can enhance 

the survival prospects of radically-INVs within a specific region. New ventures with a unique 

value proposition can scan their surroundings to identify and harness aspects of culture and 

tradition that align with the business opportunity they seek to explore. Alternatively, they 

may choose to initiate their venture in a geographic area that embodies these elements. 

Policymakers, on the other hand, can direct their efforts towards policies that bolster the 

business and industrial tradition, thus nurturing the RL. 

In the second chapter, I investigated how individuals create a new venture by 

leveraging the knowledge developed in an anchor firm in the aftermath of the anchor firm  

crisis. What emerged is that technological, managerial, and market knowledge acquired in 

the anchor firm are leveraged by the individuals throughout the different phases. In 

particular, technological and managerial knowledge are used, in the generation phase, to 

create the core business opportunity and to expand the market share in the exploitation phase. 

In addition, in the development phase, technological knowledge allows new ventures to test 

the business opportunity, while managerial knowledge facilitates the identification of the 

necessary elements for developing the business opportunity. Market knowledge also 

influences the creation of the new venture, by validating the potential of the business idea in 

the generation phase, identifying the first customers in the development phase, and finally, 

in the exploitation phase, by expanding their market share. The research provided several 

theoretical implications. First, this research enhances our understanding of the new venture 
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creation process (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021) by delineating how individual knowledge 

is applied across the various activities encompassing the three phases of the creation process. 

In particular, it demonstrates how the knowledge individuals acquired during their period at 

the anchor firm can be utilized to pursue an entrepreneurial career.In the domain of regional 

studies, this work contributes by highlighting the role that an anchor firm, through its former 

employees, can play in regional development in the aftermath of a crisis (Spigel & Vinodrai, 

2021). The outcomes of this research offer valuable practical insights for entrepreneurs and 

policymakers. The framework developed within this study serves as a guiding tool for 

entrepreneurs, aiding them in understanding the knowledge essential for initiating a new 

venture, as well as for policymakers to implement policies that support individuals in 

creating new ventures in the wake of a crisis involving an anchor firm.  

process by looking at the role of resources. The findings of this study showed that innovation 

resources have a high influence on the decision to leave throughout the whole creation 

process. Financial resources highly influence the new venture location decision during the 

generation and exploitation phase, while is medium in the development phase. Social 

resources have a medium influence in the generation and development phase but are highly 

influencing the new venture to move during the exploitation phase. Organizational resources, 

on the contrary, have a high influence in the generation phase, and a medium influence in 

the development and exploitation phase. Finally, human and physical resources have a low 

influence in the generation phase and a medium influence in the development phase. In the 

exploitation phase, however, human resources have a medium influence, while physical have 

a low influence. The research conducted in this study holds significant theoretical 

implications, offering theoretical advancements in the realms of entrepreneurship, regional 

studies, and resource management literature. Primarily, this research explains new dynamics 
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behind entrepreneurial decision-making (Butler et al., 2020) by describing how new ventures 

determine the location that best fits their needs for the creation process. Specifically, it 

describes how the decision to leave the home region is influenced by the set of resources 

necessary in the different phases of venture creation. Additionally, this study advances the 

regional studies literature by demonstrating how the regional resource endowment can lead 

new ventures to be established in a particular region. Lastly, this study contributes to the 

stream of literature on resource management theory by unveiling how the significance of 

resources varies and which resources are perceived as pivotal in gaining a competitive 

advantage (Marcon & Ribeiro, 2021; Sirmon et al., 2011). The framework developed in this 

study offers practical implications for entrepreneurs and policymakers. Entrepreneurs can 

utilize the framework to recognize key resources in each stage of creating a new venture, 

comprehending which resources can trigger the decision to relocate their business. On the 

other hand, policymakers can build policies aiming at addressing the distinct resource 

requirements of ventures at different phases, potentially reducing the new ventures' drain and 

attracting new ventures from other locations. 

Overall, this thesis increases our understanding of the creation of new ventures 

offering a dynamic view that describes the whole process from the beginning of the 

entrepreneurial process to the survival of the new ventures (Davidsson & Gruenhagen, 2021; 

Shepherd et al., 2021). The thesis investigates different elements that influence the 

generation, development, and exploitation phases, describing how specific knowledge and 

resources play a role in the different activities of the creation process. In this way, the thesis 

offers a broader picture of the process of creation by including those external elements that 

are contingent on the new venture (Davidsson et al., 2020). Moreover, by looking at each 

phase of the creation process, the thesis provides further details characterizing the generation, 

development, and exploitation phases.  
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In addition, this thesis contributes to the regional study and entrepreneurial ecosystem 

by providing a different approach to the role of the region in the creation of new ventures. 

Indeed, the findings of this thesis describe how a new venture utilizes the available 

knowledge and resources within an entrepreneurial ecosystem, offering a bottom-up 

perspective, which juxtaposes the conventional "top-down" approach often employed in 

studies pertaining to entrepreneurial ecosystems (Thompson et al., 2018). In this way, the 

thesis offers a more comprehensive picture of the relationship between the new venture and 

the regional context, highlighting how the new ventures interact within an ecosystem while 

influencing regional development with its agency.  

In conclusion, the thesis shows that the regional context offers new ventures with 

idiosyncratic elements that might be leveraged for the creation process. At the same time, 

these idiosyncratic elements might be the results of business and industrial traditions that are 

shaped by entrepreneurial activities. Throughout the process, new ventures access regional 

elements that might influence the different activities as well as strategic decisions such as 

the location decision. The understanding of which resources and knowledge are crucial for 

new ventures is critical for both entrepreneurs and policymakers who can frame their 

strategies and policies to support the creation of new ventures.  
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